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Gym Annex 

Ground Broken 

Photo b y John Petru/is 
(left to right) Dr. William. T. O'Hara, Raymond N. Menard, Dr. William P. 
Robinson, Jr. , G. Ru~ ell LeBeau, I;rank G. Eldredge, Jr .• and Leo 
Mar\hall. 
By Craig Carpenter Dr. William T. O'Hara, Bryant's 
President, poke next about theStaff Writer 
purpose 0 the Center Dr, O'Hara
ound 'n rem w re 
said the cen er i f>em co ·t held yc terda m m ing to Clffi 'a llv to meet theev rexpandingdemand~
marl. (he beglDDlOg of conMruCtiOn 
and ne e d s f tbe Bryant
on th e neW 1.7 m illion Community. Mull1purpo~e Act iVIties Center 
(M AC) here at Bryant. Mr. Leslie L. LaFond . Vice 
The groundb alung c remoRies President of Student Affairs, spoke 
were conducted b' Master of next followed by Smithfield Town 
Ceremonies G. Russell Le Beau, CounCIl PresIdent, Mr Frank G. 
TrlJ5tee Chalrman of the BUIldings Eldredge, who brought gree tings 
and Grounds Committee. The "from the Town 'of Smithfield. 
(nvocation, given by Rev. John W, Bryant Student " Senate P resident 
olio atholic Chaplam at Bryant, John Healy spok.e next on behalf of 
was followed by the opening the student body. Mr. LeBeau then 
remarks gIVen by Dr. William p , introduced Mr. Raymond N. 
Robinson hairman of the Bryant Menard. Presid e nt of The 
Board of Trustees. P rovid e nce Part n ersh i p. as 
NewsBriefs 
rep~sentative of the architectural 
firm which designed MAC. Mr. Leo 
Marshall, President of J . L. 
Marshall & Sons, Inc., who 
represented the contractors building 
MAC, was introduced last. 
Rev. John Carlson, Bryants 
Protestant Chaplain. gave the 
closing' benediction. 
The official breaking of ground 
took place next. Donning hard hats 
and grasping a shovel, Dr. O'Hara. 
Me. LeBeau, Dr. Robinson, Mr. 
Eldredge, Mr. Marshall , and Mr. 
Menard all partici pated in the 
fourt h such ceremony to be held on 
the new Bryant campus. Following 
this, the Rev. John Carlson. 
Bryant's Protestant Chaplin. gave 
the closing benediction. 
MAC. which will connect to the 
north wll of the existing gym, will be 
finished wi th brick to blend in with 
the existing facility. Scheduled for ' 
comletion in December of 1980; 
MAC will be basically divided into 
three areas. The first will contain an 
arena for basketball. volleyball. 
tennis and other sports as welJ as a 
a ri ty of SOCIal vents. Five courts 
fo r handball and f"dcquetball will be 
,;onlained in the ."econd ect lon; 
wh il e t he thir d ar ea WIll 
accommodate office acili ties for 
\uch tud nt omnual on as HE 
ARCHWAY . 'JMF, and Ih 
G ! C. 
Call for 

Nominations 

The Commencement Awards '00:: 
Comnuttee is 15 uing a call for 
n o m in at io ns for the 1980 
C om me n cement Awards for 
December. 1979 and May, 1980 
gr aduates! The committee 
encourages wide participation in 
these nominations to assure that 
those who are most worthy are 
selected to be honored . 
Nominations may come from any 
member of the Bryant Community, 
faculty, students, or Administra­
tion. Act today! Nomination forms 
are available in' the Student Senate 
Office. Faculty Office Suites, 
Registrar's Office, and the 
Placement Office. 
The Committee is composed of 
two students (Susan Bitzer and 
Craig Brickley) two faculty 
members (Dr. James O'Neil and Me. 
Richard Fontaine), and two 
administrators (Mrs, Eleanor Read 
and Dr. Stanley Shuman). If you 
have any questions, please address 
them to a committee member. 
Details of the awards follow: 
George M. Parks Award: Bachelor's 
degree candidate who has done the 
most to enhance the college's 
reputation· through intelligent use 
of recognized leadership qualities . 
Jeremiah Clark Barber Award 
Bachelor's degree candidate who has 
shown most consistent record of 
improvement in mastering the 
Subject malter of aspecific academic 
progra m. 
Self-Reliance A ward Bachelor's 
degree candidate who has shown 
desire to fulfi ll career objective 
through work experience in the field 
Cont. to p. 12, col. 3 
New Dorm Residence Hall 

Association 

The NDRHA consists of sixteenby Paul Magoulas 
members ; four fwm each floor and Archway Staff Writer 
two Resident Staff Advisors. The 
The ' new Dorm Residence Hall members are co-chairpersons J eff 
Association (NDRHA) is an Hanson and Tracia Farrand: 
organization involved with the Secretary Pam Souza; T rea urer 
community life of the New DonI). Sherri) Rautenberg; Jackie Pirone, 
The NDRHA was organized by Robin Jones. Alixis Furer, Mary 
Student Affairs for the following McMahon. Lynn Weisenberger, Bill 
purposes. The association was Henry. Jim Knipper, Jeff Besse, 
designed to bring residents together; Kevin Dillion, Rich Pelaia, Mark 
to assess the needs of the dorm and Grader. and Jim Parisi. The two 
develop programs to meet those Resident Staff Advisors for the 
needs; to make recommendations to NDRHA are Greg Lyden and AI 
the residence hall staff on policies Killen. 
and regulations in the dorm, and to The NO RHA is divided into three 
help keep the staff aware of student committees. They consist of the 
concerns and problems, The Pl ogramming Commi ttee, the 
association will represent all the C mmunity Development Commit­
students of the dorm; will work tee and the ervice Commtttee. he 
toward the development of a Programming Committee is in 
community atmosphere in the dorm; charge of the development of s cial 
will ork with the stafr in cultural, academic and athlelic 
developing an atmosphere in the programs. They will assist other 
dorm whIch will be bencllcial to the commIttees when needed and they 
residents both academically and will be in charge df finding out the 
sociall> . and will make suggestions needs of t he residents . The 
to the staff concerning phYSIcal Community Development Commit-
needs in the dorm (facihties) Cont. to p. 3, col. ,4 
Phonothon volunteers help raise money for MA{ 
by Mary Morgado 15, 16, and 21. Parent cal.ling will 
end the phonathon on Apnl 22 andSt ff W 'tArchway a rl er 23. 
"The Big MAC Attack" are the Greeks and Student Organiza­
words being spoken nightly in tions are competing for a $100 lst 
rooms 386 A and B as the Bryant prize, $60 2nd prize, and $30 3rd 
Fund Phonathon Continues. prize. These prizes will be awarded 
On March 3. 4, and 5, 55 members to the 3 Fraternities and Sororities 
of the Greek Letter Council with the greatest amounts of dollars 
participated in the first phase of the raised and also the 3 Student 
phonathon by calling 1,311 parents Organizations with the highest 
and received donations for the new totals. Also, individual awards are 
Multipurpose Activities Center given nightly as incentives to the 
totalling $13,255. Of the total volunteers. 
number of parents called, 719 Many more students are needed 
pledged an average of $18.43 per to achieve the Bryant Fund goals. If 
person. you are interested in participating, 
The phonathon continues with either as a group or individual. 
Alumni calling March 16, 17, 18, contact Karen Beaton-Sim"mons in 
24. 25. and 26, and April 7. 8,9, 14, the Public Affairs Office . . 
Contest Winners 

Six Bryant College under­ Working in the offices of Senator 
graduate students recently won the Pell: Nancy Gannor. Thomas J. 
Rhod e Is land Congres sional Medico, Tina M. Warren. Working 
Internship Contest and spent their in the offices ofCongressman Beard: 
spring vacation in Washington Robert R. Ca lo. Elizabeth A. 
working in the offices of Senator Capasso, John T , Hogan. 
Claiborne Pell and Congressman 
Edward Beard from March 10-14. Joseph P. Kittredge was the 
Bryant College provided a stipend runner.-up in the contest and Lynn 
for each student to defray essential Donnelly served as peer counselor 
expenses. The six students were for the group, since she was a winner 
assigned as follows: in last year's Internship contest. 
by Craig Carpenter 
of the Archway Staff 
A bill to provide 5500 annually in 
aid to private college students was 
introduced this week before the RI 
Slate Legislature. The bill, which is 
being sponsored by five state 
senators. would provide a $500 
a n nual grant to individual 
undergraduate students attending a 
private college or university in RI. 
The bill was submitted on behalf 
of the RI Higher Education 
Association which represents the 
interests of the state's eight major 
private institutions of higher 
education, and Bryant's President, 
Dr. William T. O'Hara , is the 
Chairman of the association. 
According to Dr. O'Hara similar 
legislation has already been adopted 
in twenty-five other states. 
* * * 
President Carter compJeted his 
seventh primary victory over 
Senator Kenn dy this week by 
winning the IllinOIS democratic 
primary. President Carter received 
65% of the democratic vote to obtain 
his viCtory. whil Ronald Reagan 
continued to build bis lead over the 
ot her Republican candidates by 
winning the lIlinois repUblican 
primary. Reagan received 49% of 
the vote. while lIlinois Congressman 
John Anderson finished second with 
36%.of the vote. 
* * * 
The Internal Revenue Service 
reminds all taxpayers to use the peel­
off address label provided with the 
tax packages sent to them. This peel­
off label speeds up the processing of 
returns and will lesson the chances 
of an error being made which might 
delay the tax refund. Taxpayers are 
also reminded to take a few minutes 
and review the tax return before 
mailing it. A short review would 
help eliminate any spelling or math 
errors which could also delay the 
processing of the tax return. 
* •• 
While the prime rate continues to 
rise, the price of gold continues to 
fall. Chase Manhattan Bank led the 
way and other major banks followed 
in rai IRg the prime lending rate to 
19%. E onomists foresee 20% in the 
very near future , old meanwhile. 
after recently topping the saoo an 
ounce mark. has fallen below $500 
an ounce. The price of gold is. 
expected to fluctuate and (raders 
don't see the price per ounc· rising 
very high or the gold market 
collapsing in the near future. 
• • • 
• • • 
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THE OPI.NIONS 

FROM THE EDITOR'S 

Yesterday was a day of beginnings ... and endings . . . 
The beginnings, of course, was the groundbreaking for the 
MUlti-purpose ActMties Center (affectionately known as 13ig 
MAO. There was all the pomp and fanfare that one would 
expect with such an occasion. the first day of spring was most 
appropriate for such an event. in which college and 
community dignitaries turned over some earth to signal the 
"start" of the project, which the contractor had already started 
some days before. MAC is a badlyneeded facility, and will be 
put to good use by all who use it. Its construction clearly shows 
thot the trustees and administration have at least one ear 
cocked in the student's direction. 
The end was a more somber one. It came in the form of a 
press release that announced the end of the Varsity hockey 
Program. The motives behind this move are indeed noble 
ones. They include expansion of the intramural program, and 
the addition of "several nf!!W varsity programs, especially in 
the area of women's athletics." The methods, however, are 
questionable. Could posslblyslight reductions in the budgets 
of other sports, and slight athletics budget increase overall 
could possibly hove been satisfactory, and hockey could 
hove been soved. Hockey is a popular sport--to drop it is really 
a step backward. 
It may seem that a 13ryant College Press Release on the 
above event was insufficient to caver a story of such 
magnitude. The foctor here was a lack of time to investigate. 
In forthcoming weeks The Archway will be digging deeper 
into the entire 13ryant othletic program, to find out exactly 
how priorities are set and decisions are made. 
Another "newbeginning" involved our nf!!W Rotunda trees. 
Why don't we look at the trees as they really are--messoge 
centers and bulletin boards. The newest rrees do not hove 
branches, which makes them even more susceptible to 
damage. I am sure thatthese trees w ill be defoliated in no 
time. A possible solution to this problem would be- kiosks 
covered with tack board and firmly attached to the floor. This 
hopefully would free the trees for their rightful purpose, which 
would be beautification of the Rotunda. 
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Austin Replies 

to Lois 

Dear Editor, 
I read with great concern Lois 
Therien's edito rial on the Student 
Senate. I must say that some of her 
points a re valid where other points 
in my estimation, "don't tell the 
whole story". 
l.ois was correct when she said 
some clubs did not receive money 
from the Student Senate for this 
year's activities. Of the nearly fifty 
clubs and organizations registered 
with the Senate, twenty-eight came 
for money out of the Ways and 
Means budget. (The budget was 
$9,500 but had to be raised to cover 
clubs expenses.) 
Out of those twenty-eight clubs 
and organizatidns, that came for 
money, two were denied money. The 
first was t he Data Proces 'ing 
Management As ·ociation . They 
wanted $400 to help cover costs for a 
Baseball 

Raffle 

To the Editor: 
After waiting patiently since 
December 17 tor notifica tion of the 
winners of this yea r's Bryant 
baseball raffle. I've decided to 
publicize my grievance. 
Is it proper for a school 
orga nization to fraUdulently induce 
students to purchase ra ffle tickets 
wit h no c. pectati on of holding a 
rarne') Or IS it ju~ t the scheming of 
the baseba ll coach, Mr. McGuinn, 
to rai <t some q uick capital a nd let 
the ram e slowly drift from the 
memories of the pa rticipants. It is 
this question that I ma ke public. 
1 he students", hI) purcha ed th~e 
tid.e!!> believed- that the proceed!> 
would be used for the tcam'b trip to 
Fl rida. We have no rcason to 
doubt this. We do have reason to 
doubt that the prizes advertised were 
ever given out. I do not wish to 
blame the players themsel es. 
However, I do cha llenge the 
organll.er of the rame, oa h 
M Guinn, to publish the name of 
the winner ' in next week's Archway. 
Fu rt her we question the existence o f 
the Rhode Island Baseball Club 
und e r whi c h the ra ffle was 
conducted. Rather should it not 
have been the Brya nt College 
Baseball tea m. 
T icket Holder 11054-056 
mixer. The DPMA had $538.99 in ' 
thejr bank accounts, and the total 
cash outlay for the mixer was 
$612.26. The Ways and Means 
Com mitttee composed of Senators 
students vote for , who are now 
experts at budgets, sa id no. They felt 
the DPMA had enough money to 
run a mixer. It's funny I've never 
se!!n Lois Therrien at any of these 
Cant. to p . 3, col. 1 
Candidate 

S-peaks Out 

To the Editor: 
With each day that passes , a 
confrontation between the world's 
super-powers edges closer. and, as 
each day slips away the West's 
chances of w i n ning this 
confrontation decrease. T he Soviet 
nion is becoming stronger and 
s tronger and only a show of our 
strength cna eliminate this situation. 
We have attempted to deal with the 
U.S.S .R. in a rational, humane 
manner, but our attempts have 
faded, and stronger, militaristic 
methods are now necessary. 
Hockey Team Dropped? 

To the Editor: 
I am wfltmg in regard to the 
rumor that Hocke y is heing 
considered dropped !rom Bryant 
COllege Athletics. In the year of the 
fant astic victory of the U.S. Hockey 
team in the 0 1 mpics. how could 
Brv' nt ad ministrators even con~ldc::r 
pha~ang out ~uch a n ex it ing l nd 
worthwhile sport as hockey'! 
It has been said that lack of 
attenda nce is one of the reasons that 
hockev is not worth the money 
spent. ' Con~idering there is no 
pU blicity of when a game j, to be 
held (not lik the ha~ ketba ll team 
receives) a ttendance at the rink i~ 
good. It is a drive and the stud ents 
who do show up, put effort into 
gett ing there and deserve to see the 
game. Maybe a publicity committee 
could be set up to let students know 
when a game is scheduled instead of 
word of mouth . It has also been 
FRANKLY SPEAKING.... 

defeat of the U.S .S .R. could be 
insured, if we consider a joint 
venture with C hina, in which case we 
would hae to a rm their population 
that almost reaches the one billion 
mark. And, on the other hand , 
arm ing the Chinese could be. 
conSidered self-destructive. We 
would be, in fact, arm ing another 
sprouting branch of communis m. 
We live in a nation whose: 
ideology is built upon a fou ndation 
of human dignity. yet we freq uently 
forget that it was our aid that placed 
Lenin in power a nd it was our 
continued intentional blind ness that 
Cant. to p . 9, col. 1 
said, why have a hockey team who 
alway lose? That is not good 
port manship at all. 
T h players put a great amount o t 
eifort Into the e gam nd get ry 
little credit for all their end eavo r 
With the new gym in the makmg. 
Bryant should be in, r l'Qsing their 
athletic pr gram not decrcasmg It. 
1a v bc thc~t: admin l s t ra t or~ 
the~selvcs should attend a hockey 
game once in aw hile a nd see ", hal 
our school wou ld be missing without 
it. I don'lt hink our college would 
look vel') good to potent ial ~tudt:nts 
", ho wantLO study and also be able 
to play a sport they enjoyed so mucll 
a nd worked so hard a t in high 
school. 
In closing, I would just like to say 
thanks for a ll the eXCit ing gamc~ thiS 
year guys. 
S incerely. 
Jennifer Michelson 
Letter Policy 
We welcome your letters on 
matters tha t concer ') the 
Bryant Com mu nity. T he few 
simple ru les to fo llow about 
Letters To T he Editor are: I. 
They m ust be signed (with 
. Phone '\0. or Box No. for 
ve rification) . 2. They must 
be legible (not ne essa rily 
typewritt en) . 3. And they 
cannot be termed, in our 
j ud gement. libleo u • 
o bscene, or in poor taste. 
Happy Writing! 
'IT MIGHT HAVE BE A NG 
LONELY WINTER 'fOR 'OU - Bur 
NOT RJR ALlC~ MJ.D ME ~ , 
© COLLEGE MEDIA SERVICES-BOX 9411· 94709 
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Placement Notes --___________ 
The First National Bank oC Boston will be recruiting at 
Bryant on Friday, March 28. Positions available: 
Executive secretarial. Students should sign up in the 
Career Planning and Placement Office. 
A representative Crom the University of Rhode Island 
MBA program will visit Bryant on Friday, April I I. 
Students interested in pursuing an MBA at URI should 
sign up in the Career Planning and Placement Office. 
Begin your plans now Cor SUMMER JOB SEARCH! 
Attend a workshop to assist you in your search for a 
summer position on: March 26 12-1 p.m. in Rm. C351. 
Sign up in the Career Planning and Placement Office. 
Seniors Attention-----------__ 
If you are planning to participate in Commencement 
exercises in May and have not yet ordered a cap and 
gown, please do so IMMEDIATELY. Forms are 
available in the Registrar's Office. Pic up a form and fill 
it out TODAY. 
Study Skills Workshops--------­
Want to learn how to take better notes, organize your 
time better, study for an exam more effectively, read 
more comprehensively, relax before a big exam? Come 
to the Study Skills Workshop on March 27, at the 
Counseling Center at 3:30 p.m. 
Announcement--------------­
Are You ... A manager, or about to become one, with 
exceptional skills, able to deal effectively with conflict 
and able to take the heat...? 
If not, you will find these workshops very helpful... 
Communications Labs Career Related Tools to 
sharpen your skills and show you how to apply them. 
Conflict Manaeement March 25 in CMD Room A 
3:30-5:00 continued at 6:00-7:00. 
Listen ing Skills April 2 in Coullseling Center 3:30-5:00 
Burn-Out/Stress April 3 in Counseling e nter 3:30­
5:00. 

AI 0 take advanlllge of our: 

Study Skills Workshop March 27 in COlmseling enter 

J :30-5;00. 

ATTENTION: ALL SENIORS-------__ 
Special Commencement Exercises Assembly Cor 
Students Scheduled to Complete Degree Requirements 
by July 31, 1980 
InCormation about: 
Date and time of Commencement 
Invitations and Tickets 
Caps and Gowns 
Lineup and Procession 
General Procedure 
Thurs. April 10, 1980- BRYANT AUDITORIUM 
12 noon 
and 
3 p.m. 
PLEASE PLAN TO ATTEND ONE OF THESE 
ASSEMBLIES 
MAY GRADUATES---------­
Seniors planning to complete requirements in May 
should check the listing posted outside the Registrar's 
office. Names ofdegrees, candidates, along with honors 
earned through December, are posted. Report any 
discrepencies to an academic advisor. 
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS 
CENSUS-1980------------~ 
The Collowing data is listed by the College as directory 
information and is available for release to the Census 
Bureau upon request: 
Student's name 
Address-permanent and local 
Telephone number 
Date and place of birth 
Major field of study 
Dates of attendane 
Degrees and awards received 
The most recent educational institution attended 
Schedule of classes 
Weight and height of members of athletic teams 
Since it is the intent of the census enemerator to visit 
residency halls and ontact students in persun. the 
College will be 3liked to release the names and cam pus 
addresses of students living in campus housing. 
The release of this information is in accordance With 
Family I:.ducational Rights and Privacy ct of 1974 
(FERPA) and the College policy as publisbed in the 
tudent Handbook, in The Ar WA. , and on Bullettn 
Boards. 
Austin Replies-

Cont. from p. 2, col. 4 
Ways and Means Committee 
meetings crying for clubs to get 
money. Anyone can go to these 
meetings: they are posted every week 
in the Senate, and Cathy Anderson 
announces them at every Senate 
meeting. Another funny thing I just 
thought, I've never seen Lois 
Therrien, crusader for the average 
student, at a Student Senate 
meeting. Senate meeting times are 
posted too, in the Senate Office, . 
Archway and Rotunda. 
But, getting back to c1u bs that did 
not receive money. The other club 
that did not receive money from the 
Student Senate was the Invalids 
Independent Organization. 
Last year the Senate passed the 
Invalid's Constitution. A motion I 
favored as the President. The reason 
that the Invalid's Constitutivn 
passed so easily in the Senate is (and 
this is my opinion) that when 
questioned about money. they said 
that they probably would not need 
money for next year. Also another 
problem with the lnvalids was that it 
was a brand new club to the Senate 
with self-appointed officers, not 
elected . What I think happened is 
that before allocating money, the 
Senate would like to see how the 
Invalids prove themselves and 
actually can separate themselves as 
being more than just another social 
organization. 
The point I'm trying to make is, 
Lois Therrien said in her editorial, 
"since some clubs and organizations 
have been turned down... " In my 
estimation, the word, some, is a little 
bit too strong a word for two out of 
twenty-eight. 
Talking about the Invalids, I 
found another problem with Lois' 
editorial. and it concerns the SPB. 
Contrary to common belief, the 
tudent Programming Board is not 
on their own. T hey are a committee. 
I repeat, a committee under the 
Student Senate. Just like any other 
committee, they are monitored. 
You elect us, the Studellt Senate, 
to work hard on Senate activities. 
One of the things we bend over 
backwards to do is to monitor 
committees, even SPB. Just to give 
an example of how hard we monitor 
these committees; each chairperson 
of a committee gives oral and 
typewritten reports to the Senate on 
almost a weekly basis. Senators are 
also called to the Student Senate 
President's office twice a semester to 
see what is going on with them and 
their committees. 
Again, getting back to Lois' point. 
Down here in the Senate, the 11th 
commandment is "thou shall not do 
anything unconstitutional." Well, 
the Programming Board did twice. 
The first time was lending money to 
the Invalids--uncon s titutional 
according to the SPB's constitution, 
and the second time letting the pub 
door fee for the Society for the 
Advancement of Management's 
event go up to $1.00. If Lois had 
talked to Ray Wong, President of 
SAM, like I did, it was not rising 
costs that made them need the 
money as Lois said. it was a buffer to 
be on the safe side so as nut to loose 
money. We down here at the Senate 
looked . at their budget and their 
event; we knew it would make 
money and that they didn't have to 
raise the door charge. 
Remember too that if you extend 
a privilege, like raising a door fee to 
one club, you better be able to do it 
for everyone. By the way, the 
Chairperson,(who is also Vice 
President of the Senate). of the SPB 
also deemed these two actions 
unconstitutional, according to 
SPB's constitution. 
The last point that Lois brought 
up is the Senate banquet . The cost to 
the students was around $1,000. 
That is a lot considering executive 
council members work in the 
vicinity of 20-30 hours a week, no 
pay on the Senate. Who knows how 
many hundreds of hours all the 
Senators worked . It seems to me 
that $1,000 split between 30 Senate 
members is about $33 a head for all 
the hours we have put in. You know 
something really funny Lois 
Therrien, the University of 
Massachusetts gets academic credits 
and $50 a week for being on their 
Senate. Once in awhile student 
leaders get scholarships from the 
school they go to. Our only 
motivation this year was a chicken 
dinner and a seven dollar plaque. 
What I'm trying to say is all students 
are receiving skills through the 
Senate the real world pays for. 
I guess you are right Lois 
Therrien when you said "the activity 
fee needs to be raised to keep up 
with the higher costs, but the 
students on this campus deserve to 
have more say in the way their 
activity fee is budgeted." 
That is, Lois Therrien, exactly 
why the Senate has elections; so 
people's feelings can be represented, 
and that is exactly why the Senate 
has open Ways and Means 
Committee and Senate meetings. 
Meetings I have never seen Lois 
Therrien at, but she knows oh so 
much about. 
Sincerely, 
• 	 John V. Healy 
Student Senate President 
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will be next published on 
TUESDAY, APRIL 1, 
Deadline: Friday, 
March 28. 
This week's question: What do you 
think oC the new trees? 
Jeer Vancura: "Well, it's better than 
meeting at a e.ile of dirt." . 
Rod immon: "I really like the 
palms." 
Kevin Dillon: "I'm not surprised 
that it's the only thing the 
maintenance staff accomplished 
over vacation." 
Cont. from p . 1. col. 5 
tee is in charge of making dorm 
policy recommendations; making 
decision on facilities (TV's. ping­
pong tables, towels, etc.); working 
with the staff on dorm problems and 
concerns and assisting other 
committees when needed . The 
Service Committee is in charge of 
the development of fund raising 
programs, community service 
projects and service projects for the 
college and the residents. This 
committee will also assist the other 
committees when needed, and will 
serve as pu blicity agent for 
NDRHA. 
Some of the activities that have 
been performed by the NDRHA 
include a Halloween fund raiser on 
parents weekend which consisted of 
guessing how many jellybeans were 
in a jar. They created Study Skills 
Workshops for improving studying 
skills and the NDRHA held a 
Christmas party before the s~mester 
the 
InqUIrIng
photographer 

Photos by Carol Bevan 
Interviews by Karen Meyerhardt 
Greg Ge(ToJ: "It's not Florida, bUI 
they'll do ." 
Helen McAllister: "What new 
trees?" 
Backgammon ournament 
was held and plans are being made 
for a ping-pong tournament in the 
near tuture. They will be running a 
baby picture contest and staging the 
. ·ew Dorm Follies. A grinder sale is 
also being held in the lobby of the 
dorm to raise money for a i'-pring 
picnic. So far by adding the money 
given to them by Student Affairs to 
the money received from the fund 
raisers, two eolor televisions and a 
ping-pong table have been 
purchased. The NDRHA also 
helped in the selection of a New 
Resident Director for the dorm. The 
association is now in the process of 
writ ing a consititution to serve the 
dorm. 
The NDRHA is still in its 
experimental stage. With every 
program they participate in, the 
association members gain 
experience in trying to please the 
community. Allof the members have 
worked very hard all year long to 
prov.ide services for the dorm and in 
doing so. have been able to set 
precedents for future NDRHA 
representatives. 
______________ 
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THE ORGANIZATIONS 

-----W-J-MF~~----lunch from 11 :30-12:30. Our trip of 
the Fed will begin at 1 :00 and we will -T-h-e-B-l-o-ck-p-a-rt";;y-o-n-W~~d-..-M-a-r-ch-, get back to school at around 4:00. 
26 will feature Aerosmith. That's All people interested in the 
Boston trl' p should sl'gn up at this 
one solid hour of Aerosmith's musie 
meeeting. Members should also 

from midnight to I a .m. keep thinking of who they want for 

their officers next ~ear.Investment Club 
' The Investment Club ~ill hold its CIA 
next meeting on March 25 at 3: 15 
The CIA is planning its annualp.m. 	 in Room 350. 
banquet for sometime in late April 
. At this meeting all those 

or early May. All members who are
interested in the trip to Boston 
considering going are to make sureshould come and sign up. The date 
their dues is paid to the treasurer.of the trip has been changed to April 
15. It will start at 8:30. We will leave People are needed to help plan the A 
school at 8:30 and our tour of the Scavenger hunt that will be held in a 
Stock Exchange will start at 10:00. couple of months. Clues and pr~ze~ 
We will go to Quincy Market for 	 will be the main topics for the 
committee. 
Intermural chairman Kevin Burk 
is looking for men to play softball 
for the CIA this spring. If interested 
contact Kevin or Diane Went. 
Lacrosse Club 

We're off to a good season!! Many 
more players showed up than 
expected . Presently we have 30 
members. Our first game is Sunday, 
~23 at 11:00 a .m. We play 
Providence College at P .e. Come 
support your club. We have a great 
deal of talent along with superb 
goalies and a tough defc- nse. 
Standouts like .lack Fio. cher. John 
l.ang. Mike Hanna. Larry Collins. 
Jeff Vanchura. Ethan Edward. Don 
Quattrucci a nd Bill Melillo are a ll 
putting the club closer together. So 
come out and support your club 
Sunday at P.e. Bryant Lacrosse is 
here to stay . A ll players must wear 
full gear till ,Curlher notice. 
D.P.MA 

There will be a very' important 
meeting to nominate next years 
officers a nd revise the constitution 
on Monday March 24th at 3:30 in 
room 360. Please make every effort 
to atiend. 
Hillel 
Wekome back from vacation. 
The Passover Seder will be on 
Monday. March 31 , at 6:00 in the 
Faculty Dining Room. Please 
RSVP by Monday the 21st, to 
Rochelle Gottlieb- 232-0059 or any 
other board member. Services, as 
U6ual, are in the Counseling Center 
on Friday evening at 6:30. Meetings 
on Mondays in Room 247, 3:30. 
Elections coming up soon. 
Backgammon 
The Backgammon Club is having 
a Tournament for all of the Bryant 
Community. Sign-up in the 
Rotunda Monday thru Friday from 
10 until3. The Tournament will start 
at II am on Saturday. March 29th . A 
fee of $1.00 for non-members and 
$.50 for members will be collected at 
the time of sign-up. Come and Sign 
up. 
~:::=:;;;=:::::~==---~~m---=-h~ ®r~~k ~~_fn_s______ 
lIleUa $inma all.i are having a party with the Brothers Brenda Larkin. Good Luck in your I?lL '5.. '1!; softbal season this year. Phil and ~ ~ &1 of Delta Sig on Sunday. March 23 . new offices. Sisters. wau ~ppa ~p.i1an Doug. we're glad you're our 
The brothers would like to We are sure the brothers will all We like to wish all the Candidates coaches, and we're psyched to go out 
show the new sisters a good time (as for the GtC Executive Board Good The brothers of TKE would like and win a few games!welcome everyone back from Spring 
well as the old sisters too). Luck and may the best per~n win. to welcome everyone back fromvacation . Congratulations are in 
Lastly, we would like to with all Q: m," their spring break. Hope everyoneorder for our ten new brothers. They 
the candidates for the GLC ~eta ti"'isma ~&I~ had a ,good time. .did a fine job considering they 

pledged this year and not back when Executive Board elections the best The brothers of Beta Sigma Chi We would like to congratulate the 

pledging was pledging. Our of luck. hope everyone had a great vacation new brothers of TK E; Pledge 
 Welcome back everyone. Hope basketball team is in the thick of '" '1!; -I ,- and is going to have an even better C aptain : Victor Brinkman. you all had a great vacat ion. 
things in the strong division . We &f' ~p.t an t spring full of looseness . Dick and Assis tant Pledge Captain: Paul Unfortupately it's time to study and 
would like to wish them all the luck Airy went to Florida and allegedly "Sticks" D'Adamo. Glen "Turtle" get down to business again.We would like to welcome everyone in their upcoming games. Since 	 had a good time. The rest of us, Ayers. Ned "Headly" Smith, Don HAPPY BIRT H DAY wishes to back 'from spring break and hopespring is quickly approaching our 	 especially Wayne and Budzo just sat "Ho" Anderas. John "Couch" SUE MARIANI today andyou all had a great time. Those tanssoftball fanatics are having trouble 	 around and got fat . This Sunday the Curry. Tim "Gimme. G im me" SHELLEY MAHAN last sunday.are looking good! In sports, our Akeeping it in their shorts. Our pledge 	 brothers are all going to Budzo's Sea mons. Dave " Lurch" Smith. The Sue said Birthday kisses will beteam basketball is riding highformal is rapidly approaching. Any 	 house for an Italian Food Festival. "Psycho Killers" of 1980 will be greatfully accepted any time. looking for the fraternity leaguefemales interested in a beautiful 	 Finally. we would like to a welcomed addition to TKE The sisters are getting ready forchampionship. The B team is out ofweekend should stop by the bench to 	 congratulate Caz on his victory on our best season ever in softball. the playoffs but had a decent season. the Bryant Pool Tournament, he The TKE Pledge Formal will takemake arrangements. The Florida Victory is, without a dOUbt, on itsThe C team has found a niche as they will be celebrating on various kinds place on Sat. March 29. This years and Bermuda trips went well. "Take way. This years coach is Kevinwon their second straight game and of water tonight. 	 formal will be at the Treadway Inn, me with you. Hook em Hors. chip. 
they're now looking for a third . Our 	 in Newport. R L A good time should Foster and assistant, Steady Eddie 
we're really not a bunch of rowdy Polomba .be had by all. softball and indoor soccer teams areguys, you got room forfour." Again, H pe eva Om: has a great first coming into shape, looks like it isenjoy the rest of the semester and weekend back. Especially you Sue? going to be a good ·eason. Ourm.ak.e some memories. 	 This coming Tuesday, Marchbowling teams arc knocking them cit I ::'ig quote of the Wee k' If 	 25th th.e Greek Letter o uncil willdead , havhlg good reasons. We'l eyou don' t eat our meat you can't 	 he hold ing their a nnual electio ns. getting pysched for our weekend 	 T he sisters of Alpha P hi Kappahave any pudding. 	 The sister of SIX would like to wish 
coming up. Should be a good time. 	 hope everyone had a good vacation, Good Luck to all the candidates .Well Duke, Here's the paper. 	 and came back psyched to have a The sisters of Sigma Iota Xi are 	 Congratu lations to the eight m!wgood time the re t of the semester. looking forward to the annual GtC 	 brother ofTau Epsilon P hi This week we held our elections,Banquet which will be held this 	 fraternity . Their enthusiasm and 
and our new officers are. President­The sisters would like to coming Thursday, March 27th at the 	 support as brothers will bc a benefi t
congratulate their fi ve: new sisters . The SIBBIES would like to 	 Kate Delaney, Vice President-CarolCranston Hilton. "A good time is 	 to T EP and other Greeks on 
they are: Debbie Tortolani, .Iody 	 welcome everyone back from Spring Johnston, Pledge Mistress-Gina sure to be had by all." 	 campus. Also congrats to all the 
Archer, Elaine Vogel, Lisa Albin, break and we hope tbat everyone Moore, Treasurer-Wendy Monroe, other new Greeks at Bryant. 
The Sigmas hope everyone had a
and Pauline Silva. 	 enjoyed themselves. The Sunshine and Secretary- Lynne Morrison. We would like to wish our Brothergreat spring vacation. Everyone get On April 12, 1980, the sisters of K ids enjoyed themselves completely 	 Congratulations, and Good Luck Peter Carroll, cadidate for treasurer, psyched for a good spring semester. BSO will be having their annual in Florida. next year! on the upcoming G LC elections.' 
Pledge Formal. It will take place at We held our elections on and those "WI LD" Pledge Formals . We would also. like to wish Kate Pete will hopefully be elected to the 
To our new sisters - the Fearsomethe Ramada 1nn in Mystic, Monday, March 17, and the results good luck with the GLe Elections, office of Treasurer. 

Connecticut. We are all looking were as follows: President-Barb Foursome: Get psyched for our and also good luck to all the other Look for a TEP party soon. 

forward to an enjoyable evening. Vessels. Vice-President-Joy Pledge Formal. It will definitely be candidates. Featuring our TEP Tea which went 

Speaking of enjoyable weekends, we 	 Corcione, and Pledgemistress- a memorable and good time for you. We're really looking .forward to over well at our Happy Hours. 

Open House 

tudent ASSistants 
The Student Assistants would like Take advantage of this 
to invite all Bryant College students opportunity to learn more about the 
to an OPEN HOUSE at the Student Assistant program, and to 
Counseling Center. The Open house meet the Student Assistants on an 
will take place on April 9th informal basis. We look forward to 
(Wednesday) at 3:30 p.m. meeting with all interested students . 
Wine and cheese will be served as 1 f your interests are the same as ours, 
well as non-alcoholic beverages. The then you can become a Student 
purpose of the Open House is to Assistant . . 
aquaint students with the functions Come on down to the Counseling 
and services provided by the Center and see what it is all about. 
Counseling Center staff. 
IRS Raises 

Interest Rates 

by Janet Miller 
~rchway Staff Writer 
'l'he Internal Revenue Service 
recently announced that the interest 
rate for Federal Tax overpayments 
and underpayments has been raised 
.frQl]l 6 Dercent to 12 nercent 
effecllve February I, 1980. This 
interest rate applies to both personal 
and corporate income taxes not paid 
by the April 15th deadline . 
Conversely, the 12 percent rate is 
also applicable to refund checks 
which are not mailed within 45 days 
of t~eir Iiling or due date whichever 
is later. 
This increase is in relation to the 
rise in the prime lending rate which 
is charged by commercial banks. 
Legally, the IRS may only adjust its 
interest rates every two years. Also, 
'should the prime rate decrease, the 
IRS will revise its proportion 
accordingly. 
In a related story, the IRS advises 
caution in selecting professional 
THE SENATE 

Senior Service Awards 
If you know any senior who has the Student Senate to receive a 
shown outstanding leadership senior service award for 1980. The 
ability nominate that person for a dead line to have your nomination 
Senior Service Award . These papers in is March 28. Nomination 
nominations must also have a papers may be picked up and 
recommendation from a teacher or dropped off in the Student Senate 
advisor.Six seniors will be chosen by Office. 
Food Operations 

winterscssion. Also these students 
This committee has been set up to will review menu cycles, and 
work with the cafeteria service. offering, and a nalyze nutritional 
snack bar services, and other special requirements of the food served. 
functions. We wOl,lld like to see more Anyone interested in working with 
freshmen involved with the food this committee or has any questions 
services activities. This committee come into the Student Senate. 
will also be investigating the food Music in the cafeteria is also a 
service operations during suggestion that is being looked into. 
assistance in preparing tax returns. 
Taxpayers are urged to be 
particularly wary ofcounsellors who 
claim to have special contacts in the 
IRS or of ways to beat the system. 
Services which guarantee refunds 
should be avoided entirely. 
Two basic rules to remember no 
matter who prepares a tax return are 
never sign a document filled out in 
pencil--figurcs could easily be 
changed--and, if a professional does 
your taxes, make certain that he or 
she signs the form in your presence. 
The preparer's signature and 
identification number are required 
by law. 
It is the filer who is respo nsible fo r 
all information supplied, so if you 
seek help, choose it wisely. 
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PREREGISTRATION' 

SECTION 
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Office of the Registrar 
PREREGISTRATION PROCEDURE FOR THE FALL 1980 SEMESTER 
April 14, 1980 - April 21, 1980 

1. 	 Preregistration will begin on Apr i l 14, 1980. In preparing a schedule, each 

student is allowed to select five courses . (Secretarial majors and December 

graduates are allowed six courses). When a Quality Point Average for the 

current semester has been calculated , a student with a 2.50 cumulative 

average may add a sixth course to the schedule through the Add/Drop form. 

You are advised to register fO r a full complement of courses. The Add/Drop 

system is designed for amending schedules, not building them. 

2. 	 A full-time Bryant College day student has the option of taking one of 

his or her courses in the Evening school, as available. The selection of 

this course may be accomplished during Preregistration . 

3. 	 NO change to the Fall schedule will be permitted until May I, 1980. Please 

note tha t July 11 is the final date for making changes on your Fall semester 

schedule. Any changes after July 11 will have to be Dl8de through the 

Add/Drop form, during the first two weeks of the Fall semester. 

4. 	 The or der in which s tudents preregister 1s determined by the Student 

Clau1fiCAltian Number (SCN) and the btrthdate. Approximately 40-50 

students will be scheduled at thirty- minute intervals, as indicated below: 

a. 	 Tentative graduates with 87 credits pas sed may 
preregister with the 7 ' s ; check with an academic 
advisor as to your status. ­
5. 	 You are invited to take a seat in Room 386 a few minutes before the time 

indicated for your group. When your Registration Number is announced, you 

wi ll be permitted to present your selection of courses for assignment. 

You must have your schedule plotted out in advance, including alternate 

selections. 
Consult the RANDOM BIRTHDATE LIST to determine your ~egistration position 
(Number). Find your Student Classification Number below for the time you 
are scheduled to preregister.* 
6. 
N. B. If you are not in good financial standing' with the College, the 

computer will not allow you to preregister. If you have any 

doubts concerning your financial standing, clarify them with the 

Bursar. 
CODES: 	 Fall Semester Day Cours'es - 10000, 11000 

Evening School Courses - 14000 

COURSE NUMBERS - 300 and 400 level courses are primarily for Juniors and Seniors 
* 	 If your birthdate i s in error, you must present some official document which 

indicates your correct date . 

When to Preregister
APRIL 14, MONDAY . 
7, 	 7B, 7L, n, lA 6, -6B; 6L, 6T, 2A 
8 . m. 	 p.m . 
1: 00-1:30 76-113 

9:00-9 : 30 1-183 . 1:30-2 : 00 114-151 

9:30-10 : 00 184-366 2:00-2 : 30 - 152-189 

2:30-3:00 190-227 

6, 6B, 6L, 6T, 2A 3 :00-3:30 228-260 

10:00-10:30 1-37 

10:30-11:00 38-75 

APRIL IS, TUESDAY 
6, 	6B, 6L, 6T, 2A 5, 5B, 5L, 5T, 1A 
a.m. 	 p . m. 
1:00-1 : 30 123-244 

9 :00-9: 30 261-298 1:30-2:00 245-366 

9: 30-10:00 299-336 

10:00-10:30 337-366 4, 4B, 4L, 4T 

2:00-2 : 30 1-37 

5, 5B, 5L , 5T, 1A 2:30-3 : 00 38-75 • 

10: 30-11:00 1-122 	 3 : 00- 3:30 76-113 

APRIL 16, WEDNESDAY 
4, 4B, 4L, 4T 
4, 4B, 4L : 4T p.m. 
a . m. 	 1:00-1:30 261-298 

1: 30-2 : 00 299-336 

9:00-9 : 30 114-151 2:00-2 : 30 337-366 

9:30-10 : 00 152-189 

10: 00-10: 30 190-227 3, 3B, 3L, 3T 

10: 30-11 : 00 228-260 2:30-3 : 00 1-122 

3:00-3:30 123-244, 

What's Your Number? 

Off1c e of the Registrar Apr. 14·21, 1980 
RANDOM PREREGISTRATION NUMBERS BY BIRTHDATE -
ll/Ol 	 42
09/01 91
07/02 	 145
03/02 347 05/02 240
01/01 	 186 
 11/02 257
09/02 	 154
07/03 331
03/03 209 05/03 72
01/02 324 
 11/03 225
09/03 210
07/04 	 269'• 01/03 244 
 03/04 56 05/04 287 
 ll/04 248
09/04 317
07/05 339
01/04 294 
 03/05 	 35 05/05 140 
 ll/05 	 75
09/05 217
07/06 289 

07/07 228

01/05 5 
 03/06 	 165 05/06 152 
 11J06 262
09/06 37
01/06 	 44 
 03/07 	 159 05/07 177 
 11/07 	 73
09/07 	 245
07/08 	 236
01/07 31 
 03/08 	 68 05/08 172 
 11/ 08 362
09/08 274
07/09 137
03/09 112 05/09 83
01/08 275 
 11/09 200
09/09 364
07/10 8~01/09 357 
 03/10 	 55 05/10 199 . 
 11/10 	 60
09/10 	 14
07/11 	 98
03/11 120 05/11 71
01/10 10 
 11/11 187
09/11 	 43
07/12 	 63
03/12 122 05/12 93
01/11 264 
 11/12 129
09/12 253
07/13 206
03/13 	 96 05/13 116
01/12 361 
 11/13 	 81
09/13 229
07/14 349
03/14 171 05/14 293
01/13 	 13 
 11/14 2
09/14 265
07/15 69 

09/15 360

03/15 	 34 05/15 325
01/14 	 40 
 11/15 	 18
07/16 198 

07/17 212 

'0 3/16 47 05/16 169
01/ IS 	 86 
 11/16 192
09/16 57
03/17 300 05/17 151
01/16 173 
 11/17 271
09/17 	 54
07/18 	 109
03/18 111 05/18 302
01/17 	 174 
 11/18 318
09/18 340
07/19 	 38
03/19 	 180 05/19 100
01/18 	 84 
 11/19 341
09/19 	 19
07/20 254 

09/20 350
03/20 218 OS/20 46
01/19 	 61 
 ll/20 136 
07/21 288 

09/21 296
03/21 	 131 OS/21 239
01/20 	 179 
 ll/21 238 
07/22 261 

09/22 202, 
03/22 314 OS/22 281
01/21 	 32 
 11/22 29 7 
07/23 99 

09/23 311
03/23 322 OS/23 105
01/22 	 128 
 11/23 304 
07/24 266 

09/24 216
03/24 127 OS/ 24 104
01/23 251 
 ll/24 353
07/25 50 

09/25 48
03/25 	 28 OS/25 
146
01/24 	 123 
 ll/25 ll307/26 24 

09/26 234
03/26 158 OS/26 
197
01/25 	 133 
 11/26 226
07 /27 130 

07/28 330

03/27 65 OS/27 66
01/26 351 
 11/27 185
09/27 	 29
03/28 366 05/28 166
01/27 346 
 11/28 150
09/28 215
07/29 193 

09/29 7
03/29 141 
OS/29 89
01/28 	 119 
 11/29 175
07/30 162 

07/31 77 

01/2 9' 356 
 03/30 	 90 05/30 139 
 11/30 358
09/30 16
03/31 282 05/31 184
01/30 250 
 12/01 263
10/01 144
08/01 277
04/01 110 06/01 237
01/31 201 
 12/02 	 53
10/02 	 26
08/02 94 

08/03 22

06/02 	 135
04/02 17
02/01 246 
 12/03 295
10/03 279
06/03 268
04/03 	 51
02/02 	 58 
 12/04 286
10/04 205
08/04 342
06/04 	 80
04/04 	 15
02/03 	 52 
 12/05 291
10/05 241
08/05 25 

10/06 335
04/05 334 
 06/05 222
02/04 214 
 12/06 354
08/06 224 

10/07 213
06/06 243
02/05 313 
 04/06 23 
 12/07 247
08/07 235 

08/08 85

02/06 208 
 04/07 259 
 06/07 	 78 
 12/08 323
10/08 164
02/07 	 11 
 04/08 6 
 06/08 	 124 
 12/09 307
10/09 256
08/09 4 

10/10 284

02/08 125 
 06/09 	 147
04/09 273 
 12/10 332
08/10 9 

10/11 156

06/10 	 176
02/09 298 
 04/10 101 
 12/11 102
08/11 283 

10/12 108

06/11 336
02/10 272 
 04/11 220 
 12/12 252
08/12 97 

10/13 106

06/12 290
02/11 . ISS 04/12 285 
 12/13 363
08/13 223 

10/14 161

04/13 148 
 06/13 309
02/12 305 
 12/14 230
08/14 338 

10/15 343
02/13 	 36 
 04/14 	 74 
 06/14 
168 
 12/15 221
08/15 292 

10/16 348

02/14 	 67 
 04/15 160 
 06/15 	 49 
 12/16 359
08/16 117 

10/17 308

04/16 329
02/15 301 
 06/16 	 183 
 12/17 189
08/17 182 

10/18 190

04/17 3
02/16 321 
 06/17 149 
 12118 326
08/18 194 

10/19 138

04/18 337
02/17 227 
 06/18 203 
 12/19 327
08/19 27 

10/20 41

04/19 345
02/18 303 
 06/19 157 
 12/20 181
08/20 355 

10/21 170

04/20 167 
 06/20 33
02/19 255 
 12/21 	 21
08/21 328 

10/22 280
04/21 	 95 
 06/21 	 62
02/20 232 
 12/22 , 132 
08/22 45 

10/23 121

04/22 319
02/21 	 188 
 06/22 211 
 12/23 103
08/23 153 

10/24 87

04/23 	 142
02/22 1 
 06/23 	 195 
 12/24 270 .
08/24 231 

10 /25 204 
04/24 	 76 
 06/24 249
02/23 	 196 
 12/25 320
08/25 352 

10 /26 312 

04/2 5 310
02/24 278 
 06/25 	 178 
 12/26 23~08/26 	 143
06/26 	 92
02/25 219 
 04/26 207 
 12127 191
10 / 27 	 20
08/27 	 114
06/2 7 258 

08/28 267 10/28 276
02/26 70 
 04/27 	
118 
 12/28 8
04 / 28 316 
 06/28 30
02/27 365 
 12/ 29 	 39
08/29 	 163 10 /29 299
06/29 242 

08/30 344 lO/30 12

04/29 	 64
02/ 28 	 ll5 12/30 306
04/30 	 82 
 06/30 315
02/29 	 134 

08/31 	 59 10/31 79 12/31 260
05/01 333 
 07/0J. 126
03/01 	 107 

APRIL 17, THURSDAY 
3, 	3B, 3L, 3T 2, 2B, 2L, 2T 
a . m. p.m. 

1:00-1 : 30 76-100 

9:00-9:30 245-366 1: 30-2 :00 101-125 

2:00-2 : 30 126-150 

2, 2B, 2L. 2T 2: 30-3 : 00 151-175 

9:30-10:00 1-25 3:00-3 : 30 176-200 

10:00-10 : 30 26-50 

10:30-11:00 51-75 

APRIL 18, FRIDAY 
2. 	2B, 2L, 2T 2, 2B, 2L, 2T 
a.m. 	 p . m. 
9:00-9:30 201-225 1: 00-1:30 301-320 

9:30-10 : 00 226-250 1:30·2:00 321-340 

10:00·10 : 30 251-275 2:00-2 : 30 341-350 

10:30-11:00 276·300 

APRIL 21, MONDAY 
2. 	2B, 2L, 2T 
a . m. 

9:00-9 : 30 351-366 

I, 	1B, lL, IT 
10:00-10:30 1-366 

Fall Semester 1980 

Accountinc 
Computer I Elective Prerequisite Tent. lost . Rooo,. 

A 101 10002 SECT ACCT MWF I'IAHAN 342
3--0-E-I0 
A 101 10003 SECT ACCT 3 OE 8 MWF I'IAHAN 2'51 

A 141 10006 FUND ACCOUNT I 3 PR 8 I'IWF 9 1'1 REYNOLDS 347 

A 141 10007 FUND ACCOUNT I 3 PR 8 TTH 9 TF REYNOLDS 347 

A 141 10008 FUND ACCOUNT I 3 PR 9 WTH 10 TTH REYNOLDS 347 

A 141 10009 FUND ACCOUNT I 3 PR 10 TTH 9 W 11 T SI'IITH.J 343 

A 141 10010 FUND ACCOUNT I 3 PR 1 M 12 TTH 11 TH 343 

A 141 10011 FUND ACCOUNT I 3 PR 1 TTHF 2 F 343 

A 141 10012 FUND ACCOUNT I 3 PR 2 I'IWF 1 1'1 WEAVER 347 

A 141 10013 FUND ACCOUNT I 3 PR 1 TTH 2 TTH 347 

A 141 10014 FUND ACCOUNT I 3 PR 12 HWF 1 F WEAVER 347 

A 141 10015 FUND ACCOUNT I 3 PR 1 1'1 12 TTH 11 TH 346 

A 141 10016 FUND ACCOUNT I . 3 PR 10 I'IWF 9 1'1 WEAVER 343 

A 141 10017 FUND ACCOUNT I 3 PR 10 TTH 9 W 11 T FERGUSON 346 

A 141 10018 FUND ACCOUNT I 3 PR 9 TTHF 8 T FERGUSON 266 

A 141 10019 FUNI' ACCOUNT I 3 PR 8 I'IWF 9 1'1 FERGUSON 266 

A 141 10020 FUND ACCOUNT I 3 PR 8 T 9 TTHF SI'IITHoJ 346 

A 141 10021 FUND ACCOUNT I 3 PR 8 MWF 9 M 346 

A 141 10023 FUND ACCOUNT I 3 PR 2 TTH 3 TTH SMITH. J 343 

A 141 10024 FUND ACCOUNT I 3 PR 11 TTH 12 TTH 34;'
A141 	 • I'IAHAN 
A 142 10026 FUND ACCNT. II 3 PR 12 I'IWF 1 1'1 342 

A 142 10027 FUND ACCNT. II 3 PR 10 TTH 9 W 11 T A141 • 34:: 

A 241 10045 INTER ACCTG I 3 PR 11-1215 TTH Al42 FILIPPELLI 25 1 

A 241 10046 I NTEF: ACCTG I 3 PR 2 TTH 1 W Al42 BLANDING 26 ~ 

A 241 10047 INTER ACCTG I 3 PR 9 TTHF Al42 FILIPPELLI 34 Z 

A 241 10048 INTER ACCTG I 3 PR 9 TTHF Al42 PERLOW J~ l 

A 241 10049 INTER ACCTG I 3 PR 1 TTHF Al42 PERLOW 34t· 

A 241 10050 INTER ACCTG I 3 PR 12 HWF Al42 llLANDING 343 

Paae6 	 THE 

·

Accounting (con't) 	 Humanities 
A 241 10051 INTER ACCTG I 	 3 PR 2-315 MW A142 BLANIIING 3::;1 Computer. 	 Electi.ve Prerequisite Tent. Inat. Room 3 PR 11 MWF A142 	 BLANDING 34 ? A 241 100::;3 INTER ACCTG I 	 3-lA--12 MWF 275H 254 103B4 APPREC. MUSIC351 

A 243 INT II I 3 PR MWF A142 SMITHoJOSEPH :!4 7 H 351 10392 INTRO PHIL 
3 lA 9 TTHF ESTEY 245
A 242 10054 INTER. ACCTG II 	 3 PR 1 TTHF Al42 
10061 At'CT 8 
A 243 10062 INT ACCT I II 3 PR 2-315 TTH Al ~ 2 FILIPPELLI 351 
A 2 43 10063 INT ACCT II I 3 PR 1 TTHF A142 FILIPPELLI 3 53 Hotel, Restaurant, & Institutional Management 
H 243 10064 INT ACCT III 3 PR 9 M 8 TTH A142 SI1ITH, J OSETH 3 ~ 1 
 Computer 
 Elect Lve Prerequis ice Ten t . l nst. RoomTTH or 
HE~ERT 34~ 1M 101 104 00 EL~ INSTL MGT. 3 PR 8 I1WF :l77
,; 243 1006~ INT .:ICCT I II 	 3 PR 11-1215 Al42 PERLOW 351? 
A 341 10066 COST ACCT. 	 3 PR 12 MWF A242 
3 PR 2 MWF A242 	 HEElERT 266 1M J O~ 104DJ FIN ANA INT CON 3 PR 2-31~ MW A141 CHAFFEE .25~A 341 10067 COST 	 ACCT. 
A 341 10068 COST ACCT. 	 3 PR 8 I1WF A242 HE~ERT 343 1.1'1 ~O :' 1 0 40il CoMM FOOl' MGT 3 PR 12 I1WF CAMPER 260 
3 3 ::; 1 1M ',':01 t ,\·! I ,', F:[ S OR ' H,~NAGE 3 PR 10 MWF CAMPER 35~ A 341 10069 COST ACCT. PR 12 '1WF A242 GAUCHER 
A 341 10070 COST ACCT. 346 Legal Studies 3 PR 8 r1WF A242 
GAUCHER 3~1 
A 341 10072 COST ACCT. I 3 PR 11 MWF A242 GAUCHER 
A341 
_IL 342 10073 COST ACCT II 3 PR 10 MWF GAUCHER 351 Computer if ELective Prerequi.ite Tent . Inlt. RoolD 
A 343 10078 INCOME TAXES 3 PR 9 TTHF A242 LYNCH 343 L 102 10438 LAW LEGAL SECII 3 OE 1 TTHF SANTOS 258 
A 353 10083 INCOME TAX PRACTICE3 2-31:1 TTH 342 L 201 10439 LAW CONTRACTS 3 PR 2-315 TTH SANTOS 258PR 	 A343 LYNCH 
A142 ELME!IIIrORF 346
A 361 10086 MANAG. ACCTG 3 PR 12 MWF L 201 10440 LAW CONTRACTS 3 PR 1 M 11 TTH MC LAUGHLIN 2~5 

A 361 10087 MANAG. ACCTG 3 PR 8 MWF A142 ELI1ENIIORF 342 L ::!Ol 10441 LAW CONTRACTS 3 PR 8 MWF 3 5S 

A 362 10090 TAXES + BUS DEC 3 PR 1 TTHF A142 LYNCH 34~ L ::!OI 10 442 LAW CONTRACTS 3 PR 9 M B TTH 247 

PR 5 M Dept. Appr . PERLOW O/CA 390 10092 INTERN / SEM-SOC.ACG 3 L 201 10443 LAW CONTRACTS 3 PR 8 MWF 2 
A 444 10093 ADV ACCOUNT I 3 PR 11 MWF ' A342 FONTAINE 343 L 201 10444 LAW CONTRACTS 3 PR 11 MWF GAUTHIE;R 278 
A 444 10094 ADV ACCOUNT I 3 PR 1 M 11 TTH A342 FONTAINE 266 L 201 10445 LAW CONTRACTS 3 PR :2 MWF SANTOS 35'S 
A 444 10095 AIrV ACCOUNT I 3 PR 10 MWF A342 FONTAINE 347 L ::!OI 10446 LAW CONTRACTS 3 PR 12 MWF SANTOS 2 S!i 
A 444 10096 ADV ACCOUNT I 3 PR 10 TTH 9 101 A342 FONTAINE 351 ' L 201 10447 LAW CONTRACTS 3 PR 8 MWF 255 
A 444 10097 ADV ACCOUNT I 	 3 PR 9 11 8 TTH A342 HEBERT 342 L 201 10448 LAW CONTRACTS 3 PR 10 TTH 9 101 RAMSAY 255A342 F'ROVOST 266A 442 10098 INTER. AUDITING 3 Pit 10 I1Wf L 201 10449 LAW CONTRACTS 3 PR 9 M 8 TTH 250 
A 442 10099 INTER. AUDITING 3 PR 12 MWF A342 PROVOST 254 L 201 10450 LAW CONTRACTS 3 PR 8 MWF 260 
A 442 10100 INTER. AUDITING 3 PR 2-315 MW A342 PROVOST 342 L 201 10451 LAW CONTRACTS 3 PR 9 M 8 TTH 255A342 	 342A 442 10101 INTER. AUDITING 3 PR 11 MWF PROVOST L 201 10452 LAW CONTRACTS 3 PR 1 TTHF MC LAUGHLIN 345 
A 442 10102 INTER. AUDITING 3 PR 2-315 MW A342 SMITHoJOSEPH 346 L 201 10453 LAW CONTRACTS 3 PR 1 M 11 TTH RAMSAY 278 
L 201 10454 LAW CONTRACTS 3 PR 9 TTHF 2SJ:Economics L 202 10456 LAW BUS ORGAN 3 PR 2 MWF L201 I1C LA1JGHLIN 3 4S 
L 203 1045B LAW FIN T!<ANS 3 PR .10 MWF L201 RAMSAY 353 
CexDpute r 	 El eed.ve Prerequisite Tent . lost. ~ L 203 10459 LAW FIN TRANS 	 3 PR 12 I1WF L201 MC LAUGHLIN 3~53--0-£-10 MWF 	 :!59EC 101 10 1 1 1 INTRO TO ECON L ~52 10465 LAW REAL ESTATE 	 3 PR 9 TTHF L201 RAMSAY 247EC 101 10112 INTRO TO ECON 3 OE 10 MWF 
EC 113 10116 I1ICROECON. PRINC. 3 lA 10 TTH 9 101 CLARK ;:~ Criminal Justice 
EC 113 10 117 I1ICROECON . PRINC. 3 lA 11 MWF LI 246 
EC 113 1')118 MICROErON. PR1NC, 3 lA 8 MWF 2 46 Computer # 	 Elective Prerequisite Tent . Inst . ROOID£ e 113 10119 MICROECON , PRINC , 	 3 lA "M 8 TTII 2 46 StONE,wH. --z7BLE 101 10469 AIIM OF JUS 	 3 CJ 9 TTHF EC 113 10120 MICROECON. PRINC. 	 3 lA 9 TTHF CLAR" 246 LE 101 10470 ADM OF JUS 	 3 CJ 10 I1WF STONE,WM. 262 EC 1J 3 10.121 MICROECON. PRINC. 	 3 lA 11 I1WF I1INI 247 1 	 355LE 201 10476 EVIDENCE 	 3 CJ TTHF LEI02 STONE,WM.eT 113 10122 MICROECON. RRINC. 	 3 lA 10 MWF LI 246 APTT 34 5. 

EC Il~ 101:? ) MICROECON. PRINC. 3 lA 1 2 I1WF Ll ~46 
 LE 301 10479 CRIMINALISTIC I 	 3 CJ 9 TTH LE 353 10494 POLIC~ RPT WRTG 	 3 CJ 2-315 TTH AF' TT 3 45 P 113 lOl ~. MICROECON. PR I NC. 	 3 lA 1 M II TTH 146 LE 355 10496 PLICE F'Ul' REL 	 3 CJ 2-315 MW STONE,WI1. 359 EC 11 3 1 0 125 MICROECON . FFI NC. 	 3 lA 12 MWI' I1INI 24 7 LE 357 10498 NARC.LAW ENFOR. 	 3 CJ 10 TTH 9 W APTT 278 EC 1) 3 101 26 MICROECON. PRINC. 3 lA 1 M 11 TTH 24' 
~C 11.! 10127 MICROECON. PRINC. 3 lA 11 MWF ILACClUA 351 CRIMINAL J USTICE lABS 
EC J.l j 101:?B MICROECON. PRI NC . 3 lA 10 MWF ILACClUA 247 Computer it . Elective Prerequisite Tent. Tnst. ROMMoTT -:;arlOt: 113 1')125' MICROECoN. PRINC'. 	 3 LA [0 TTH 9 W 2 47 LE 301 11479 CRIMINALISTIC o --c:J11 T 12 T 
EC 1 Ll 10130 MICR olCON. PRINe. J lA 2-] 1.5 MW 2 4 ,~ L~ 301 11480 CRIMINALISTIC o CJ 11 TH 12 TH APTT 391 

€C In 10131 MICROECON. PRINC . 3' lA 1 M 11 TTH 251'\ 

EC 113 10JJ2 'MICROECON. F'RINC. 3 lA 12 I1WF 359 Systems/Managemeni , 

EC 113 10133 MICROECON. PRINC. 3 lA 9 11 8 TTH 350 
 Computer # 	 Elective PrerequiSite Tent. lnst. Ro_ EC 113 10135 MICROECON. PRINC. 	 3 lA 10 TTH 9 W 353 Sri (O".'! 10608 INTRO TO COMPUTER II3--PR­	 1 TTHF --n2Eell3EC 114 1014" MACROECON. P<:INC. 	 3 LA 91'1 B TTH :?7B <;~ , l02 10609 INTRO TO COMPUTER D3 PR 12 MWF 	 3 50EC 2'3 1 I ') [5;'> ECON MONEY I<ANI\ 	 3 PR 9 TTHF Eell4 ILAcaUA 3~9 Sf'! !0 2 	 D3 TTHEC ::;1 101S3 ECON MONEY I<AN~, 	 3 PR !l MWF Ee114 262 11)610 INTRO TO COMPUTER ~R 1 M 11 35 2 g" 1·12 10611 INTRO TO COMPUTER 113 PR 	 2-315 TTH 350EC :51 10154 ECON MONEY I;ANI\ 	 3 PR 2 MWF Ecl14 2 ~ 6 ~M 102 10612 INTRO TO COMPUTER D3 PR 11 MWF 	 361EL: 25 1 10155 ECON 110NEY l'ANK 	 3 PR 1 M 12 TTH Ee114 1 59 
3 PR B MWF ~M 102 10613 INTRO TO COMPUTER 	 D3 PR 2-315 TTH 361Ee'Il4Et 251 10156 ECoN 	 MONEY !'AN" 15B 5 M 102 10614 INTRO TO COMPUTER D3 PR 	 1 TTHF 361EC 1:;1 11) 157 ECoN MONEY BANI\ 	 3 PR 1 TTHF Ec 114 CLARI\ 2 ')9 SM 102 10615 INTRO TO COI1PUTER D3 PR 10 TTH 9 W 	 361Ee114 
SI1 102 t0616 r HTRO TO COI1PUTER 03 PR 10 MWF 361EC 1:>1 10158 ECON MONEY BAN" 	 3 PR 2-31~ TTH CLA~K :!:i9 EC :!S:5 10100 EC ON . GEOGRAPHY 	 3 LA 1230-145 TTH Ec 1l4 ILACaUA :? 4 7 3f'! 102 1061 " I NTRO TO COMPUT EI\ 113 	 9 M 8 TTH 361EC 27:1 10 [6 6 LABOR ECONOI1ICS 	 3 PR 12 MWF Ec114 261 Pit 11 11)2 106 1 1NTRo 	 TO COMPU TER 0 3 PR 9 TTHF 361EC 282 10J7:! URBAN ECONOMICS 	 3, lA 2-315 TTH Ee1l4 ~47 10'2 10 619 INTRO TO COMP,UTER D3 PR 10 HH 9 W 	 3 01_EC 3 : 1 10174 PIl ICE THEORY 	 3 PR 2 TTH 1 W Ee114 SWEENEY 246 H 102 10620 IHTRO 	 TO COMPUTER D3 PR 1 M 1'2 TTH 60EC 361 1"178 f' UIlLl C F I NANCE 	 3 PIt 10 TTH 9 W Ec1l4 SWEENEY 3!H S M 251 106~1 FORTRAN PROG. 	 3 PR 12 MWF SMI02.1I1ll MAS. DUN. SW. 361 EC 371 1 01 B3 lNTL TRADE 	 3 lA 10 MWF Ee114 I1IN T Z:i2 5 M 251 10622 FORTRAN PROG. 	 3 PR 2 MWF SHI 02 .1I111 MAS. DUN , SW . 361EC J 7 2 10186 COM EC SYST 	 3 lA 2-315 MW Ee114 259 5M 358 106?7 MGT SC I 3 PR B I1 Wf , Perm,oflnat. SWEAR INGEN 361 
Education 5 11 45 1 10632 MGT INFO SYS 3 PR 11 TrH 12 T 511102 RAIIELL 361· 
Elective Prerequisite Tent. Inat. RoomOf 	 Management£ [1 203 cl"li~I~er :OUND. EDUC. 	 3~II1WF I1AHAN 266 
PHILLIPS 270 ~ED 30~ 102 15 METH I I1AT ~,ED 3 TEd B MWF Computer (1 Elective Prerequisite Tent. lnat. 
ED 408 102 20 STUDENT TEACHING V TEd 8 MTWTHF Dept .Appr . I1G 101 PRIN OF MGT 3 PR 11 MWF CHAFFEE no
PHILLIPS OIC 10538 H r "109 1022 1 SEM/STU[lE/lT TEII CH TEd M Dept . App..- . OIC 	 MWF 350o ::; PHI LLI PS MG 101 10539 PRIN OF MGT 3 PR 8 

English & Communications MG 101 10~40 PRIN OF MGT 3 PR 9 M 8 TTH ZEIGER 
 253 
MG 101 10541 PRIN OF MGT 3 PR 10 MWF CHAFFEE 350 
Elective Prerequisite Room. MG 101 10542 PRIN OF MGT 3 PR 10 TTH 9 W ZEIGER 3:50 Computer' 3523 -lA-- M 11 TTH FLOYD ---"360 MG 101 10544 PRIN OF MGT 3 PR 11 MWF101 10226 ENGLISH 	 COMPE 	 .... 350360 I1G 101 10545 PRIN OF MGT 3 	 PR 2-315 MW3 lA 10 TTH 9 W 	 KRIEGER 
BARRY 360 MG 101 105 46 PRIN OF MGT PR M 11 TTHE 101 10227 ENGLISH COMP I 3 1 	 350 E 101 10228 ENGLISH COMP I 	 3 lA 10 MWF 262l'ARRY 360 MG 101 10547 F'RIN OF MGT 3 PR 12 MWFE 101 10229 ENGLISH COMP I 	 3 lA 8 MWF 352360 MG 101 10548 PRIN OF MGT 3 	 PR 2-315 TTH3 LA 11 MWF fiARRY 
3 LA I M 11 TTH 355 MG 101 10549 PRIN OF MGT '3 PR 8 MWF 352
E 101 10230 ENGLISH COMF' I 
£ 101 10231 ENGLISH COMP I 
E 101 10232 ENGLISH COI1P I 3 lA 10 TTH 9 W O'NEILL 355 MG 101 10551 PRIN OF MGT 3 PR 2-315 MW CAMF'ER :f~2 
3 lA 10 MWF ~AINS 35B MG 250 10555 PERS ADMINIST. 3 PR 9 11 8 TTH HgI0l POLLARD 352 E 101 10~33 ENGLISH COMP I JS8 MG 250 10556 PERS ADMINIST. 3 	 PR 10 MWF HgI0l POLLARD 352 E 101 10234 ENGLISH COI1P I 	 3 lA 8 I'!WF 
101 10235 ENGLISH COMP I 3 2-315 HW FISCHMAN 360 MG 253 10558 INDUST MGT. 3 PR 2-31~ TTH Mg257 261 I E 
3 11 MWF l'AINS MG 254 10561 LAI;OR RELATION 3 PR 10 TTH 9 W Hg101 POLLARl) 245 E 101 10236 ENGLISH COMP I lA 
E 101 10237 ENGLISH COI1P I 3 lA 12 I1WF FISCHMAN 360 HG 2::; 4 10::;62 LAlIoR RELATIO,N 3 PR 9 TTHF MgI0l 	
POLLARD 350 
Mg10l 	 35<)12 MWF 35B MG ~5 10::;64 INTERPER COMI1 M 3 PR 1230-145 TTH ZFIGER 
1 KRIEGER 360 MG 2 57 10567 ANAL OF INDUST 3 PR 11 MWF HgI0l 353
E 101 10238 ENGLISH COMP I 	 3 lA 
101 10239 ENGLISH COI1P I 3 	 lA TTHFE 	
9 KRIEGER­ 360 MG 257 10568 ANAL OF INDUST 3 PR 12 MWF HgIOI 352 E 101 10240 ENGLISH COMP I 	 3 lA TTHF 
1 M 11 TTH O'NEILL 	 354 MG 258 10c; 72 INTRO MOIl BUS 3 PR 2-315 TTH 262 E 101 10241 ENGLISH COHP I 	 3 lA 353 MG 3S0 10::;7 4 BUSINESS POLICIES 3 	 PR 1-330 T Mg250.Mg257 GAUTSCHI 270101 10242 ENGLISH COMP I 3 LA M 11 TTH 

£ 101 10243 ENGLISH COMF' I 3 LA 11 MWF 

E KEELEY MG -" .(> 10::'75 l' US INESS POLICIES 3 PR 1-330 TH Hg250,Mg257 GAUTSCHI .21() 
E 101 10245 ENGLISH COHP I 3 lA 2-31S MW KEELEY 	 :158 MG J5 I 10 516 LAffOR F'R08LEHS 3 PR 1-330 W 
Hg254 OHARA 262 
354 HG 3~6 10::;86 INTERN ' L l'US.MGT. 3 PR 9 TTHF Jr. ,HgI0l 3 5 :2 E 101 10246 ENGLISH COI1P I 	 3 lA 9 M 8 TTH FLOYII 354 MG 3::; 8 10 	92 SMALL l'US MGT 3 PR 11-1215 TTH HgIOl ZEIGER 3 45 E 101 10247 ENGLISH COMP I 	 3 lA 2-315 TTH 
:5 Perm. ofDept .LYONS 3J~ MG 450 1 0 :l9 7 INTERN-PERSADM 3 PR TH 	 STAFF OI C E 101 1024B ENGLISH COMF' I 	 3 lA 9 TTHF 
3 2-315 HW 	 FLOYII 355 MG 4 7'·, 10.0.1'\ 1 M"I ';E MINAR 3 PR 11-1215 TTH Sr, GAUTSCHI 270 E 101 10249 ENGLISM COMP I lA 

E 101 10250 ENGLISH COMP I 3 LA 9 M 8 TTH LYONS 353 

E 102 10254 ENG COMF' II 3 lA 8 MWF Marketing
nOl GAUTHIER 359 
10 MWF nOl GAUTHIER 359 
E 103 10282 MECH OF ENG 3 OE 2-315 TTH O' NEILL 358 Computer II Elective Prerequisite Tentative lnst. Room OCONNELL 3~4 
E 102 102~~ ENG COMP II 	 3 lA 
E 103 10283 MECH OF ENG 3 OE 9 TTHF M~: 101 10639 PRIN OF MKTG. 3 PR 2-315 TTH '177 
£ 103 10284 MECH OF ENG 3 ' OE 1 TTHF 3 5 4 MI( 101 10640 PRIN OF MKTG. 3 PR 1 TTHF 277 
9 M 8 TTH OCONNELL 	 3~5E 103 10285 MECH OF ENG 	 3 OE 11K 101 1064 C PRIN OF MKTG. 3 PR 10 TTH 9 W 277 O' NEILL 354E 103 10287 MECM OF ENG 	 3 OE 2-315 HW H~: 101 1064:? F'RIN OF MKTG. 3 PR 11 MWF RICHARDSON ::54 
12 MWF £102 lIARRY 258E 201 10291 WRITTEN COMMUN 	 3 PR MI\ 101 10643 F'R IN OF MlnG. 3 PR 10 TTH 9 101 NOTARANTONIO 254EI02 	 354E 201 10292 WRITTEN COMMUN 	 3 PR 12 MWF 111\ 101 10644 PRIN OF I1nG. 3 PR I::! MWF RICHARDSON ~:; 1EI02 LYONS 3 J 4 E 201 10293 WRITTEN COMMUN 	 3 PR B HWF MK 101 1064:5 PRIN OF MKTG . 3 PR 2-315 MW 253El02 	 360E 201 10294 ' 10110: ITTEN COMMUN 	 3 PR 2-315 TTH 11K 101 10646 PRIN OF MKTG. 3 PR 1 TTHF 25 4 ElO2. 	 2601029~ WR ITTEN COMMUN 3 PR 2-315 TTH£ 201 	 MK 101 10647 PRIN OF MKTG. 3 PR 9 M 8 TTH 3:19260E 201 10296 WR ITTEN COMMUN 	 3 PR 1 TTHF £102 LEI;~YMK 101 10648 PRIN OF I1KTG. 	 3 PR 2-315 TTH 254 
E 251 10301 PUBLIC SPEAKING 3 lA 11 MWF EI02 FISCHMAN 270 101 10649 PRIN OF MKTG. PR B MWF R I CHAR[rSON 2S4 
E 2:51 10302 PUBLI C SPEAK I NG 3 lA 9 M 8 TTH EI02 267 
MK 
101 10650 PRIN MKTG. 3 
3 
PR TTHF LEBElY 35911K 	 OF 1 
E 251 10303 PU~LlC SPEAKING 3 lA 11 MWF £t02 OCONNELL 267 MK 250 10655 ADVT MKTG COMM 3 PR 9 M 8 TTH Hkl01 SOULOS ::!54 
E 251 10304 PUBLIC SF'EAKING 3 lA 8 MWF EI02 OCONNELL 267 111( 250 10656 ADVT MKTG COMI1 3 PR 11 MWF Hkl01 SOULOS 277 
E 251 10305 PUEILlC SF'EAJ(ING 3 lA 10 MWF EI02 BIRT 267 MK 250 10657 ADVT MKTG COHM 3 PR 2-315 MW l1klOl SOULOS 254 
E 1~ 1 10306 F'UBLIC SF'EAKING 3 lA 2-31'5 MW 2102 £OIRT 270 MK 26~ 19 659 SALES MGMT. 3 PR 9 TTHF Mkl0l 254 
E 2~ 4 10311 ~RITISH LIT 3 LA 2-31~ TTH n02 KRIEGER 355 MK 275 I t'>662 INTERNAT I1KT 3 PR 11-1215 TTH Hk10l 254 
25::; 10'316 AMER. LIT. 3 	 lA 9 M 8 TTH EI02 360 300 ElUS SUR 3 9 LE8BY 277E Mi\ 10667 RES MET PR TTHF Jr. ,M251,Hkl0l 
E 259 10321 MOD SHORT STORY 3 lA 10 MWF E102 KEELEY 354 MK 300 10668 ElUS RES SUR MET 3 PR 11-1215 TTH Jr. ,H251,Mkl0l LEBBY 277 
E 259 10322 MOIl SHORT STORY 	 3 1 KEELEYlA TTHF EI02 	 358 11K 360 10672 RETAIL MGT 3 PR 8 MWF MIt10 1 NOTARANTONIO 252 
£ 351 10326 CREATIVE WRITING 3 lA 10 TTH 9 W EI02 250 11K 360 10673 RETAIL MGT 3 PR 9 M 8 TTH Hkl01 NOTARANTONIO 277 
£ 353 10329 110DERN DRAMA 3 LA 1230-145 TTH EI02 FLOYD 261 MK 370 10675 ADVERTSNG I1GT 	 3 PR 12 I1WF Hk250 SOUL OS 277 E 355 10333 110DERN NOVEL 	 3 lA 12 MWF El02 GAUTHIER 2~9 , Mkl0l.P150 278MK 380' 1067 8 CON SUM l'EHAVIOR 	 3 PR 2-315 TTH 
E 356' 10338 NEW DIRECT. IN LITE3 lA 	 B MWF EI02 BAINS • 261 M" 385 10681 SF'EC IAL TOPI CS IN M3 PR 10 MWF Perm. of lnst. NOTARANToNIO 2 77 E 371 10341 REPORT WR IT I'NG (ACG) 3 PR 12 MWF A342, £102 ~IRT 267 MK 451 10683 STRATEGIC MKTG PLAN3 PR 10 MWF Mk300 RICHARDSON 254 
E 371 10342 REPORT WRITING (ACG) 3 PR 11 MWF A342. El02 l'IRr 354 

E 371 10343 REF'ORT WRITING 3 PR 10 TTH 9 W E102 LYONS 359 

E 382 10344 -COMEDY 3 lA 2-315 ' MW E102 8AINS 260 Mathematics 

CM 200 10345 ~US COM THEORY 3 Pi 2-315 TTH EI02 253 

Computer It 	 Elective Prerequisite Ten t . lnst. Room. 
Finance 	 M , 100 10686 PRE COL ALGEEIRA 0--- 10 MWF lI ROWN 2rr 
M 101 106BB I1ATH OF I;US 3 OE 8 MWF MUKSIAN 250 
M 101 106B9 MATH OF ~US 3 OE 10 MWF MUKSIAN 2&1Computer :# 	 Elcctiv~ Prerequisite Tent. lnst. RoOC'l 11 102 10693 MATH OF FINANCE 3 (lA/ TEd 10 MWF 2 Yrs H.S. A1g or 1'1100 258 
F 201 10348 INTERP FIN DATA 	 3 ---pp:- 2-315 I1W ELMENDORF 343 SCHUI1ACHERM III 10694 COL ALGEBRA ElUS 	 3 lA 8 I1WF 2'39 
F 301 103~4 FINAN I1GT I 	 3 PR 2 TTH 1 W A142 FOLEY 346 COL £OUS 10 OLINSKYM III 1069~ ALGEBRA 3 LA MWF 2:10 
F 301 103~~ FIN ,~N MGT I 3 PR 1 M 11 TTH A142 FOLEY 351 M III 10696, COL ALGElIRA ~US 3 lA 10 MWF HONORS RE INHARDT .2:;1 
F 302 10358 FIN. MANAG£MENT ' 11 3 PR 10 TTH 9 101 n01 FOLEY 266 M III 10697 COL ALGEl'RA ~US 3 LA 11 MWF REINHARIIT :!50 
F 303 10361 INVESTMENTS 3 PR 1230-145 TTH Ee114 SWEENEY 266 M 111 10698 COL ALGElIRA lIUS 3 LA 9 .TTHF PIASCIK 353 
F 401 10370 CAS STD I;US FIN 3 PR 2-315 MW F302 FOLEY :2 69 M III 10699 COL ALGEBRA I;US 3 lA 12 MWF ElROWN Z5'l 
F 4:52 10371 STK & RL EST PR MWF~ROKE 3 8 Jr. 3~3 11 III 10700 COL ALPEBRA 	 ElUS 3 LA 11 MIIF OLlNSKY 253 
FALL SEME. 
Pale 1TION SECTION 
TER 1980 
'" Social Studies (con't) Mathematics (con't) 
55 291 10953 F'RINC OF SOCIOL 3 LA 8 MWF CAMACHO 244 
M ill 1070 1 COL ALGE~RA ~US 3 LA 12 MWF OLINSKY 252 S5 2 91 10954 PRINC OF SOCIOL 	 3 LA 10 TTH 9 101 CAMACHO 244 
M ill 1 0 702 COL ALGEBRA BUS 	 3 11 MWF WALL 252LA 55 2 91 10955 F'RINC OF SOCIOL 3 LA 11 MWF MARSELLA 244 
M ill 10703 COL ALGEBRA BUS 3 LA TTHF 253 55 29 1 109:;6 PRINC OF SOCIOL 3 LA 2 TTH 1 101 MARSELLA 244 
M ill 10704 COL ALGEBRA BUS 3 LA 2 TTH 101 BROWN S5 2 0 1 10957 PR INC OF SOC I OL 3 LA M 11 TTH MARSELLA 244252 
Mill 10 705 COL ALGEBRA BUS 3 LA 9 TTHF SCHUMACHER 2~O 55 29~ 10960 CUL TURAL AI'ITHRO 3 LA TTHF 5S291 ~ MARSELLA 244 
Mill 10706 COL ALGEBRA BUS 3 LA 2 -315 TTH 245 55 3!JJ 10964 ANC, MED HIST 3 LA TTHF S5251 JOLLEY 242 
Mill 10707 COL ALGEBRA BUS 3 LA 11 MWF MUKSIAN 251 5'3 356 10972 HIST MOIl 'AFRICA 	 3 LA M 11 TTH 55251 ESTE Y 24 3 
Mill 10708 COL ALGEBRA BUS 	 3 LA 1 M 11 TTH WALL 245 95 61 10974 HIST AMER MINOR 3 LA 11 MWF S52610rSS262 LITOFF 2 4 3 
M ill 10709 COL ALGEBRA BUS 3 LA 9 M 8 TTH 252 55 373 10 " 8 1 INTERL REL TN 3 LA 2 MWF SS271 CAMP 2 4 4 
Mill 10710 COL ALGEBRA BUS 3 LA 1 TTHF BROWN 251 S5 375 1098 3 AM ER . FOR . POUCY 	 3 LA TTHF S5271 CMF' 2 45 
Mill 10711 COL ALGEBRA BUS 	 3 9 TTHF 2 5 1 LA 55 1099 1 CONT OC PRO~ 3 U. 9 TTHF S5291 CAMACHO 2 44 
M ill 10712 COL AL GEBRA BUS 3 LA 2-315 Miol WALL 250 5 5 3 9 6 10995 URBAN SOCIOLOGY 3 LA 10 MWF 5S291 CAMACHO 2 44 
M 112 10714 CALCULUS BUS 3 LA 1 TTHF Mll1 WALL 2 :52 5S 47 1 10997 F'OLI T. SC • INTERN 3 LA 5 M Dept-Appr. STAFF OIC 
M 112 10715 CALCULUS BUS 3 LA 9 TTHF Mll1 WALL 252 5S 472 10998 AIoV .LEV . PO. SC. INTER3 LA 5 M Dept-Appr, STAFF OIC 
'''1 
M 251 10726 STATISTICS I 3 LA 9 M B TTH Mill SCHUMACHER 244 
M 2 5 1 10727 STATISTICS I 3 LA 8 MWF Mll1 F' IASCIK 242 
M 25 1 10728 STATISTICS I 3 LA 2-315 TTH Mll1 250 
M 25 1 107 2 9 STATISTICS I 3 LA 2-31:5 MW Mll1 OLINSKY ~Sl 
M 2~ 1 10730 STATISTICS I 3 LA 1 M 11 TTH !ill1 REINHARDT 253 H 251 10731 STATISTICS I 3 LA 10 TTH 9 101 Mll1 REINHARDT 251 
M 25 1 10732 STATISTICS I 3 LA 9 M 8 TTH Mill PIASCIK 251 
M 251 10733 STATISTICS I 3 LA 2 TTH 1 101 Mill SMITH,R 251 
M 251 10734 STATISTICS I 3 LA 1 TTHF Mll1 SMITH,R 250 
M ~s~ 10736 STATISTICS II 3 LA 2-315 MW )1251 SMITH,R 252 
M 252 10737 STATISTICS II 3 LA 1 M 11 TTH )1251 SMITH.R 252 Evening Courses 
M 351 10738 MATH DEC. MAK. 	 3 10 TTH 9 101 PI ASe'!'J< 252LA 11251 
Secretarial & Office Education 
Elective Prerequisite Tent. In.t. H.oom 
DE llFi~Bi7 •ST THEORY STENO 3 --oEl1 MTWTHF 10 TTH MC LAUGHLIN,A 2t-2 forTTH 2 58 
OE 1 2 1 10822 ST THEORY GREGG 3 OE 11 MTWTHF 10 TTH COTE 259 
OE 122 10825 ADV.ST.THEORY 3 OE 11 MTWTHF OE121 PELKEY 261 
OE 1 ~ 3 10829 5H THEORY REV 3 OJ! 11 MTWTHF BERNSTEIN 260 
DE 123 10830 SH THEORY REV 3 OE 11 MTWTHF PELKEY 261 
OE 12 4 10833 BEG DICT, TRANS 3 OE 9 MTWTHF OE123 STAFF AUD 
DE 121 10821 ST THEORY GREGG 	 3 OE 11 MTWTHF 10 o CONNELL,D 
Day Students 
OE 131 108]8 TYPING 1 2 OE 9 MTWTHF RAFFERTY 265 
OE 131 10 839 TYPING 1 2 OE MTWTHF9 MORRISON 367 
OC: 131 10841 TYPINn 1 2 OE 1 MTWTHF CALKINS 2 68 
OE 131 10842 TYP ING 1 2 OE 1 MTWTHF RAFFERTY 265 
OE 131 1084 3 TYP ING 1 2 OE 1 MTWTHF MEEK 36 7 Computer I Elect i ve Pre requisite R?OtDDE 132 10845 TYPING II 	 2 OE 9 MTWTHF OEnl MORRISON 367 14000 EUE~I~a_DIUISIO~_COUBSES_EOi_D~~_SIUDE~IS 
OE 132 10846 TYPING II 2 OE MTWTHF OEnl MEEK ' 367 A 141 140 0 6 FUND ACCOUNT I 	 3 PR 630 M 342BERNSTEIN 368OE 202 10855 OFF MACH LAB II 	 2 OE 2 M 3 M A 141 1400 7 FUND ACCOUNT I 	 3 PR 630 101 3"2 
OE 203 10863 OFFICE ADMIN 	 3 OE 2-315 MW PATTERSON 353 A 141 140 0 8 FUN[I ACCOUNT I 	 3 PR y S 253 
OE 204 10 866 LEG OFF A[IMIN 	 3 OE 2 -315 TTH PATTERSON 3 59 A 141 14009 FUN[I ~CCOUNT I 	 3 PR 630 101 358 
OE 20~ 10870 M£l) OFF ADMIN 	 3 OE 2 MWF CALKI NS 26 1 A 142 14026 FUN[I ACCNT. I I 	 3 PR 630 T A141 342 
DE 207 10871 SEC RETARIAL TECH 	 2 OE 1 TTH OE132 PATT ERSON 369 A 142 140 2 7 FUND ACCNT. I I 	 3 PH. 630 101 A141 343369DE 207 108 72 9ECf" ETARIAL TECH 	 2 OE 2 W 3 101 OE132 LUKO Iol I CZ A 241 14046 INTER ACCTG I 	 3 PH. 630 M A14Z 244OEln PELKEY 3 6 9 DE 207 10873 SECRET ARIAL TECH 	 2 OE ~ T 3 T A 241 14047 INTER ACCTG I 	 3 PH. 630 TH A142 342 
DE 207 10874 SEC RETARIAL TECH 	 2 OE 8 WF OE132 LUKOWICZ 36 9 A 242 140:';4 INTER. ACCTG II 	 3 PR 630 101 A241 245 
DE 225 10880 INT [IICT, TRANS 	 3 OE 9 MrWTHF OEI22,124 'S TAFF AU[o A 243 14062 INT ACCT III 	 3 PR 630 T A241 24~ 
DE 226 10803 ADV DICT, TRANS 	 3 OE 9 MTWTHF OE225 STAFF AUIo A 341 140 69 CO S T ACCT. I 	 3 PH. 630 101 A242 246 
OE 326 10888 COURTRM TESTICONFRF'3 OE 9 MTWTHF Dept .Appr . 	 STAFF AU[I A 342 14073 , COST ACCT II 3 PR 630 T A34I 246 
OE 233 10900 TYPING III , 2 OE 12 MTWTHF OE132 CALKINS 268 A 343 1407 8 INCOHE TAXES 3 PH. 630 TH A242 244 
OE 233 10901 TYF ING III 2 OE 12 MTWT~F OE132 LUKOWICZ 265 A 361 14087 HANAG. ACCTG 	 3 PH. 630 TH A142 24:; 
DE 234 10904 TYPING IV 	 c OE 12 Ml'WTHF OE233 MEEK 264 A 444 14093 ADV ACCOUNT I 	 3 PR 630 T A342 250MORR I SONOE 234 10905 TYPING IV 2 OE 12 H1 WTHF OE233 3 6 7 A 44 2 14098 INTER . AUDITING J PR 630 M A342 245 
TR o 1091(, TRANSCIUPTlON 0 OE 10 MT WT HF STAFF 20 4 EC 113 14 116 HI CROECON. PRINC . 3 LA 630 T 247 
TRANSCRIPTION OE 10 MT WTHF STAFF 265fR o 1091 1 0 	 EC 113 14 11 7 MI CROECON . PRINC. 3 LA 9 5 246 . 10 	 STAFF 268o 10912 TRAHSCRIP TION 0 OE HT WTHFTR EC 114 14136 MACROECON. F'RINC. 3 U. 630 T Ec113 355 
f R o 1091 4 TRANSCRI PTION 0 OE 10 MTWTHF STAFF 367 ' EC 155 141 50 CURR ECON PRBL 3 LA 630 T 243:5TAFF 367TR o 10915 TRANSCRIPTION 0 DE 11 MTWTHF 	 EC 2~1 141 55 CON MONEY BAN" 3 PR 63 0 Ii Ee1l4 247 
EC 265 141 0 0 IlliE'R ECON H 1S T 3 LA 630 TH !e114 352 
With OE225 .226 or 326. select a transcription cia.. 10910.10911.10912.10914.10915 EC 21U 141 70 REGIONAL ECON 3 LA 630 TH Be114 246 
EC 493 14193 MANAG. ECONOM 3 PR 630 101 Ec1l4 2 :50 Psychology E 1Ql 14226 ENGLI 8H COI1P I 3 LA 630 M 250 
E 101 14227 ENGLI SH COMP I 3 LA 630 101 251 COmputer it 	 Elective Prerequisite Tent . InBt . H.oom E 101 14228 ENGLISH COMp I 	 J LA 630 TH 250MC ALOON ~p 150 10742 ' DEN PSYCHOLOGY 	 3 LA 8 MWF E 101 14229 ENGLI SH COMP I 	 3 LA 9 S 245 
3 LA 10 TTH 9 101 	 YORKS 253P 1~0 107 43 DEN PSYC HOLOGY 	 E 102 14254 ENG COMP I I 3 LA 630 M ' £101 251YORK S 255 P 150 10744 DEN PS YCHOLOGY 3 LA 9 TTHF 	 E 102 14255 ENG COMP I I 3 LA 630 TH EI01 247 
LA 10 	 MC ALOON 278P 150 10745 DEN PSYCHOLOGY 3 HWF 245 	 E 201 14291 WRITTEN COMMUN 3 PR 630 101 EI02 2529 M 8 TTHp 	 3 LA150 10746 GEN PSYC HOLOGY 	 E 251 14304 PUBLI C SPEAK I NG 3 LA 630 T EI02 244fMORAHAN 245150 10747 GEN PSY CHOLOGY 3 LA 11 MWF 245 E 355 14333 MODERN NOVEL 3 LA 630 T EI02 251 150 10748 GEN PSYCHOLOGY 3 LA 8 MWFI' 	 E 356 14334 NEW DIRECT. IN LITE3 LA 9 S El02 247MORAHAN 3:533 LA 12 MWF150 10749F' G~ PS YCHOLOGY 	 F 301 14354 FINAN MGT I 3 PH. 630 101 A142 346 3 LA TTHF P1SO 	 YORKS 255250 10152 PERS, SOC ADJMTP 	 H 254 14384 APPREC. MUSIC 3 U. 630 M 2762 TTH 1 101 P150 YORKS 255p 250 107''-\ r ERS. SOC ADJNT 	 3 LA 
,H 2:5:5 14386 COMPAR . RELIG . 	 3 LA 630 W 247 3 LA ' 1 2 MWF P1SO 	 HC ALOON 278PS Y A(,OL.ESCENCE 	 152 14404 'F 252 10 756 	 '1M INSTI T. HOUSEKPG 3 PR 630 M 2522 78 ~' PSY 3 LA 1 TTHF P150 MORAHAN 2552:52 1 0~7 ~DOLESCENCE 1M 201 14406 INKP HUM CONSID 	 3 PR 630 ' 101 !MI01 253 253 1 07~9 ABNORM BEHAV 3 LA 10 MIolF P1SOP 	 L 201 14441 LAW CONTRACTS 3 PR 630 T 25212 MWF Pl50 i'fl!'RKOWICZ 253P 254 1 0 7 62 IN DUST PSY 3 LA 	 L 201 14442 LAW CONTRACTS 3 PR 630 TH 251 3 LA 2 MWF P150 	 MC ALOON 278 p 254 1076 3 INDUST PSY L 202 144:52 LAW BUS ORGAN 3 PH. 630 W L201 255 
P ;?'l'? 10764 COUNSELING THEORY &P3 LA 2-315 Miol P150 MORAHAN 27 7 2:52 144~4 LAW REAL ESTATE 3 PR 9 S L201 250ItE 101 14469 ADM OF JUS 3 CJ 630 M 	 253Public Administration LE 201 1447:5 EVIDENCE 3 CJ 12 S LEl02 246 
LE 202 14476 FUND POLICE A[IM 3 CJ 630 W 244 
Elective Prerequisite LE 301 14481 CRIMINALISTIC I 	 3 CJ 630 TH 34:5DE TARNOWSKY 245 
DE TARNOWSKY 245 
PA 200 Cl0~6~er tNT PU~ ADM 3 --U-IO MWF 	 LE 3:57 14502 NARC. LAW ENFOR. 3 CJ 630 T 253 
PA 302 10769 ADM TH , BEHAV. 	 3 PR 12 MWF ,LE 371 14509 PUB , PRI SEC 3 CJ 630 TH 254DE TARNOWSKY 245PR 2-31:5 MW PA300~A 400 10772 PUB-ADM BUDGTG 3 	 'CA 251 14516 FUND OF CORREC 3 CJ 9 S 251OI CAfA 440 10775 F'RACTICUH IN PUBAD V PR 8 MTWTHF Dept, Appr , 	 CA 353 14::j 18 SOC. [lEV. CORR. INMATE3 CJ 630 101 351 
MG 101 14:537 PRIH OF HGT 3 PR 630 M 353Science MG 101 14:538 PRIN OF HGT 3 PH. 630 M 254 

Elective: Prerequilite Tent. Inst. H.ootII 

SC 151 pO'1&'iterG~N BIOLOGY 3 ---u;--11 TTH LANGLOIS ~4 MG 101 14::}39 F'RIN OF MGT 3 PR 630 T 255 

SC 151 10783 DEN BIOLOGY 3 U. 12 TTH LANGLOIS 344 MG 101 14540 PRIN OF MGT 3 PR 12 5 245 
2433 LA 9 HW ROBINSON,H. 344 MG 151 14551 HUMAN REL SUPER 3 PR 630 101 
SC 151 10787 GEN 8IOLOGY 
SC 151 10785 GEN 8IOLOGY 
3 LA 2 HW LANGLOIS 344 MG 152 14552 PURCH INV CONT 3 PR 630 M 2S~ 
ac 252 10793 PHY OF HUM ANAT 3 LA 8 TTH OE Major 2~2BOULET 344 MG 250 14554 PERS ADMINIST. 	 3 PR 630 TH MgI01 MgI01 	 2473 LA 8 MWF Se151 BOULET 344 MG 2 50 14:'55 PERS ADHINIST. 3 PR 12 5SC 354 10802 NUTRITION 
SC 161 10805 EARTH SCIENCE 3 LA 10 TTH 9 101 MG 253 14558 INDUST MGT. 3 PR 630 TBOULET 345 	 MgI0l 3J4 MgI01 	 347BOULET 344 MG 2:54 14561 LABOR RELATION 3 PR 630 101 
ac 161 10807 EARTH SCIENCE 
SC 16 1 10806 EARTH SCIENCE 	 3 LA 10 HWF 
3 LA 9 TTHF BOULET 344 MG 255 14564 INTERPER COMM M 3 PR 630 M MgI01 351 
SC 161 10808 EARTH SCIENCE 3 U. 11 MWF ROBINSON,H. 344 MG 2:56 14565 EMPLOYEE TRAINING 3 PR 9 S MgI0l 254 MgI01ROBINSON,H. 345 14580 SMALL BUS HGT 3 630 TH 355 
ac 371 10815 CHEMISTRY 
se 161 10809 EARTH SCIENCE 3 U. 10 MWF 	 MG 358 PR 
3 LA 8 MWF 9 F fcOBINSON 381 	 TR 251 14602 WAREHOUSE & MATER. 3 PR 630 101 355 
TR 353 14603 TRANSPORT.CLAIHS 3 PR 630'101 TR201 355 
TR 302 14604 TRANS ECON 3 PR 630 T TR201 353 5e 151 
TR 4:53 14605 PHYS DIST MGHT I 	 3 PR 630 H TH.301 3501O'7ii select lab 11781 or 11782 361SH 102 14606 INTRO TO COHPUTER D3 PR 630 M10783 select lab 11783 or 11784 
10785 select lab 11785 or 11786 SM 102 14607 INTRO TO COMF'UJ ER ['3 PR 630 TH 361 361SM 102 14608 INTRO TO COMPUTER D3 PR 12 S 
SM 102 14609 INTRO TO COMPUTER [13 PR 630 T 361 
SCIENCE LABS 	 SM 251 14621 FORTRAN PROG. 3 PR 630 101 5MI02,Ml11 361 
SM 358 14623 MGT SC I 3 PR 630 T Dept. Appr. 360 
MK 101 14639 PRIN OF MKTG. 3 PR 630 M 
10787 select lab 11787 or 11788 
343 
Computer II Elec tive PrerequIs 1te Tent . los t. Room 	 343MI( 101 14640 PRIN OF MKTG. 	 3 PR 630 T SC 151 11781 GEN BIOLOGY 0~2M M LANGLOIS 3 7 6 	 3461'11, 2~O 14655 ADVT MKTG COHM 	 3 PR 630 M MkIOl 11782 GEN JHOLOGY o LA 12 101 101 LANGLOIS 376SC 151 	 MK 264 14657 SAL£SMANSHIF' 3 PR 630 TH Mkl0l 346 SC 151 11783 GEN BIOLOGY o U. 9 T 10 T LANGLOIS 376 	 350MK 380 14678 CONSUH BEHAVIOR 	 3 PR 630 101 Mkl0l.P1SO 
se 151 11784 GEN' BIOLOGY o LA 9 TH 10 TH LEVIS 376 	 346MK 451 14683 STRATEGIC MKTG PLAN3 PR 630 T MklOO LEVIS 376SC 151 11785 GEN BIOLOGY o LA 1 2 T 1 T M 100 14686 PRE COL ALGEBRA 0 630 T 347 

SC 151 11786 GEN BIOLOGY o U. 12 TH 1 TH LEVIS 376 M 100 14687 PRE · COL ALGEBRA 0 9 5 255 
FSC 151 11787 GEN BIOLOGY o LA 9 10 F LEVIS 3 76 M 111 146 9 5 COL ALGEBRA BUS 3 630 101 2 yro H, S . Alg, 352 LEVIS 376SC 151 11788 GEN IHOLOGY o LA 12 F 1 F 	 Mill 14696 COL ALGEBRA BUS 3 
LA 
630 TH 2 yrs H. 5,Alg . 347LASC 252 11793 PHY OF HUM ANAT o LA 2 T 3 T LEVIS 376 	 347M 112 14713 CALCULUS BUS 3 LA 630 ,M Hll1 
M 112 14714 CALCULUS ~US 3 LA 630 T Mill 350Social Studies M 251 14728 STATISTICS I 3 LA 630 TH Hlll 350 
Computer Ii Elective Prerequisite Tent . Inst . Room F' 150 14742 GEN PSYCHOLOGY 3 LA 630 T 351 
3-LA--10 MWF ESTEY 242 630 TH 3515 S 25 1 10916 HIS OF WEST CIV F' 1:;0 14743 GEN PSYCHOLOGY 3 LA 
5S 251 10917 HIS OF WEST CIV 3 U. 11 MWF ESTEY 24~ F' 2~1 147 :i5 CHILD PS YCHO. 3 LA 630 T P150 359 
55 ~51 10918 HIS OF WEST CIV LA3 U. M 11 TTH JOLLEY 242 P 252 14757 PSY ADOLESCENCE 3 12 S P150 250 
55 251 10919 HIS OF WEST CIV LA3 LA 12 MWF ' JOLLEY 242 P 253 14759 ABNORM BEHAV 3 630 M Pl~O 246 
55 2 5 1 10920 HIS OF WEST CIV 3 LA 1 TTHF INGRAHAM 243 P 2~6 14764 SOCIAL PSY 3 LA 630 101 P150 254 
55 2 5 1 10921 HIS OF WEST CIV LA TTH 1 W SC 15 1 14781 BIOLOGY LA 630 3443 2 	 INGRAHAM 243 GEN 3 M JOLLEY 242 344SS 251 10922 HIS OF WEST CIV 3 LA 2 MWF SC 1 5 1 14783 GEN BIOLOGY 3 LA 630 W 
55 252 10925 HIS MOD WORLD 3 LA 12 MWF SS251 INGRAHAM 243 SC 352 1479 9 PHYSIO. HYGIENE 3 U. 9 5 Se151 344 
SS 252 10926 HIS MOD WORLD 3 LA 2 MWF 55251 INGRAHAM 243 SC 354 14803 NUTRITION 3 LA 630 TH Se151 344 
55 2 61 10933 HIS US TO 1877 3 LA 9 M 8 TTH LITOFF 242 SC 361 14813 PHYSICS 3 LA 630 M 34:::i 
5S 261 1093 4 HIS US TO 1877 3 LA 9 TTHF LITOFF 242 SS 2:';1 14928 HIS OF WEST CI V 3 LA 6 30 TH 242 
S . 	 2 61 10935 HIS US TO 1877 3 LA 10 TTH 9 101 LITOFF 242 S5 2 6 1 14933 HI S US TO 1877 3 LA 6~0 T 242 CAMP 242 243SS 271 10944 APPR TO POLITIC 3 LA 2 TTH 1 101 SS 2 6 2 14934 HIS US SINCE 1877 3 !A 12 5 
55 271 10946 APPR TO POLITIC 3 LA 9 M 8 TTH 243 SS 271 1494'5 APPR TO POLIT IC 3 !A 63 0 M 243 
5S 271 10947 APPR TO POLITIC 3 LA 8 MWF 243 55 291 1495 4 PRINC OF SOCIOL 3 LA 630 T 352 243 	 2:12SS 2, l 10«;> 48 APPR TO F'OLITIC 	 3 LA 10 TTH 9 W SS 2 91 149~'5 PRINC OF SOCIOL 3 U. 9 S 
55 :71 1094 9 APPR TO POL IT I C 3 !A 10 MWF 24 3 55 361 14970 HIST AMER HINOR 3 ' u. 63 0 M S5261 or S5262 242 
59 271 10950 AF'PR TO POLI TIC 3 !A 1 2 MWF 2 44 - 3S 381 14980 PO LIT TRADITION 3 u. 630 101 SS371 2 4 2 
THE PREREGISTRATION SECTION 	 March 21. 1980Paae 8 
Summer School Schedules 

1980 SIJHM1':R SESSION 11 
JUNE 23 - JULY 24 1980 SUMMER SCHOOL PREREGISTRATION Firat Period 8:00 	•. m. - 9:55 •. m.• Sec:bnd Period 10:15 •. m. -12:10 p . ... 
NO FRIDAY CLASSES 
Prerequialte Tentative In8tructor 
Summer Session 1 (Intersession) June 2 - June 19 	 Course /I computer' Course Title SUMHC:;~~S~~~~t1~~ T/;~RST PERIOl' ) 
A 142 40026 FUND ACCNT. II 3 PR 8 MTWTH 1.141 REYNOLDS 3 42Hours 8:00 a.m. - ' 8:00 a.m. - 11:40 a.m. - No Friday Classes 
' A 243 40062 INT ACCT III 3 PR 8 HTWTH 1.241 PERLOW 3 43 
A 342 40073 COST ACCT II 3 PR 8 HTWTH 1.341 HEFERT 3:53 
Summer Session II June 23 - July 24 . EC 114 40137 MACROECON. PRINC. 3 .LA 8 MTWTH ' Ee1l3 LI 352 
1st Period 8:00 a.m. - 9:55 a.m. EC 265 40166 AHER ECON HIST 3 LA 8 MTWTH Ec114 SWEENEY 3se 
E 	 25~ 40320 MOD SHORT STORY 3 LA 8 HTWTH £102 GAUTHIER 3 5.12nd Period - 10:15 a.m. - 12:10 p.m. E 	 25~ 40321 MOD SHORT STORY 3 LA B HTWTH EI02 0 CONNELL,R 3 '1 7 (No Friday Classes) 	 IH 3.52 40424 PRACTICAL EXP.HIM 3 PR B HTWTH Dept. Approval CAHPER 345 
L 251 40462 CONST'L LAW 3 LA 8 HTWTH RAMSAY 354 
LE 356 40~00 SPEC PROB IN LE 3 CJ 8 HTWTH APTT 346 
HO 35B 405~2 SHALL FUS HOT 3 PR B HTWTH MgI01 ZEIGER 361March 18 Preregistration for Seniors scheduled to graduate this Summer MK 360 40666 RETAIL MGT 3 PR 8 HTWTH HklOI NO TARANTONIO 3~~ 
H 111 406~5 COL ALOEElRA BUS 3 LA 8 MTWTH 2 yr. HS Alg. ['ROWN 3:S~ 
SC 161 40B06 EARTH SCIENCE 3 LA B MTWTH BOULET 344 
OE 131 40837 TYPINO 1 2 OE 8 HTWTH MEEK 367
March 19 - Preregistration for Seniors scheduled to graduate in December 1980 and 
Wintersession 1981 	 OElll HEEK 3 67OE 	 132 40843 TYPINO II 2 DE B HTWTH 
OE 233 40898 TYF'INO I II 2 DE 8 HTWTH OEll2 HEEK 367 
DE 234 40904 TYPINO IV 2 DE 8 HTWTH DE233 HEEK 367 
5S 251 40916 HIS OF WEST CIV 3 LA 8 HTWTH ESTEY 360 
55 291 40953 PRINC OF SOCIOL 3 LA B MTWTH CAMACHO 3!J0 
41000. SUHHERSESSION II (SECOND PERIOD) 
A 247 41062 INTER. ACCTO II 3 PR 1015 MTWTH 1.241 FILIPPELLI 347 
A 442 41098 INTER. AUDITING ' 3 PR 1015 MTWTH 1.342 F·r~OVOST 34'2 
March 20, 21 - Preregistration for the remainder of the student body 
NOTE WELL: Preregistration reserves a seat for you. In the event that you neglect !c1l4 MINI 345 
to file a formal application and make full payment by a date three E 255 41316 AMER. LIT. 3 LA 1015 MTWTH EIQ2 LYONS 358 
weeks in advance of the Session, your name will be removed from the E 356 4133B NEW DIRECT. IN LITE3 LA 1015 MTWTH EI02 KEELEY 3 5 3 
class roster. 
EC 	 4~4 41200 ECUNOMIC POLICY 3 LA 1015 MTWTH 
L 201 41441 LAW CONTRACTS 3 PR 1015 HTWTH MCLAUGHLIN. H 3 51 
CA 352 41526 CRIHINAL ElEHAVIOR. 3 CJ 1015 HTWTH STONE 35"'2 .(For Summer Session I (Intersession), the date is May 12, 1980 MO 101 41538 PRIN OF HGT 3 PR 1015 MHJTH ESSEN 354 (For Summer Session II, the date is June 2, 1980) 	 M 251 41728 STATISTICS I 3'LA 1015 MTWTH Hill PIASCIK 3 46 
P 253 4175~ AFNORM FEHAV 3 LA 1015 HTWTH Pl50 HCALOON 3:10 
PA 200 41765 INT PUB ADH 3 LA 1015 HTWTH CAHP 355No registration for the Summer program will be allowed during the period March 24 SC 151 41781 OEN (lIOLOOY 3 LA 1015 HTWTH BOULET 344 
through April 27. SS 262 41938 HIS US SINCE 1877 3 LA 1015 HTWTH INGRAHAH 343 
SlMI'.R 1980 EVEN1NG SCHEIXJLE 
Those students desiring on-campus housing should make arrangements with the Office 
of Student Affairs commencing on April 11 and no later than May 9 . COURSE CCMPU1'ER COURSE TITLE CR TIMEIl<IY INSTIUx:1OR ~CODE CODE1980 SIJI1D. SESSION 1 (nrrERSESSION) 	 r, 1H 7 00 0 6 E JNU ,~C t; O U I 1 J do MIJ WE.WlF: .54,; 
A 442 70106 INT~R. AU n nING 3 630 11 101 PROVOSTJUNE 2 • JUNE 19 	 34_ 8:00 • ••. -11:40 • . • . NO FlI.lIlAY ClASSES 	 3~6EC 113 7011~ HICROECON. PRINC. 3 63 0 HW 	 L1 
CL ARK 3 4 7 Couree , Computer # Cour.e Tit Ie Prerequl.1te Tentative In.tructor ~ 	1;[: 3 72 7 0 1 77 COM EC SYST :3 6 30 MW 8 ,<,. 31-1 '029 ~ IJRTTTEN COMHUN 1 6:JQ MW A· 	241 35046 INTER ACCTO I 3 PR 8 HTWTH 1.142 FERGUSON 354 LYONL .1045}O~::!l MilD iHOl< r "rpRY 3 b~D MW 
A 341 35068 COST ACCT. I 3 PR 8 HTWTH ,.242 GAUCHER 342 1'1~ l. '.11 ,hLI~ o.'~i . \ l'~ j LfW cOIn AC'I:' J 630 MW 
'A 343 35078 INCOHE TAXES 3 PR HTWTH 1.242 LYNCH 355 M'1'1 ::SStlL I.:. .:201 7 0 4 78 FUN1' POUCE ADM 3 6 30 MW 
EC 113 35116 HICROECON. PRINC. 3 LA HTWTH ILACOUA 358 ri G 101 705"39 PR I N O' IIGT 3 6 3 0 MW .lEIOE:R .551 EC 251 35155 ECON HONEY BANK 3 PR MTWTH Ee114 MINI 359 LHAFFCE J"s ....1'1£l 258 70571 I NTRO I'IOD 9~5 3 630 MW EC 372 35185 COH EC SYST 3 LA HTWTH Ee114 GATHOF 245 	 CLlLE.J'li\(I J:;j ,,.t, :8<1 106... " INI'uS m!AL Mh 1. l>Jtl MW E 	 201 352~1 WRITTEN COHHUN 3 PR HTWTH 2102 BIRT 246 0.30 MW # MU~ 'l M4 .IS4I JI r RE" rlU.. Al GF9RA ot'1 ""tlQ 
1'1 11 ' 1071_ CiiLCULlJS [IUS 3F 	 301 35354 FINAN HOT I 3 PR MTWTH 1.142 FOLEY 346 6 .50 I1W OLl N~~ y 5::: F 	 303 35361 INVESTH!;NTS 3 PR HTWTH Ee1l4 OUCK 360 He l \ L (JON .l5E!P 	 150 701 49 SEN PSYCHULOGY 3 6 30 MWI" 351 35410 TRAVEL AGCY HOT 3 PR HTWTH CAHPER 353 
SL u.~ 70811 GEOLOGY 3 6 3 0 MW 	 ROlJL NSON 3"4 L 	 201 35456 LAW CONTRACTS 3 PR HTWTH RAHSAY 351 
L 	 203 35458 LAW FIN TRANS 3 PR HTWTH L201 HCLAUGHlIN.H 247 IR ;>01 10900 PRI N OF THAN SF'. 3 6.l 0 MW MEGA 359 
lE 352 354~2 TRAFFIC LAW ENF 3 CJ HTWTH APTT 350 .5 	 ".:.1 ?()uJO fi TS Ill· WI:; S r CIV .1 t,3() MIJ LRrEV 
i 4 ) 710.:~ HI ~HI A[-I:N T. Jl 3 630 TT H Il~YNUUIS .lL HO 	 255 35564 INTERPER COH" H 3 PR HTWTH IIBI01 ZEIGER 347 
HO 455 35600 * INTERN. HOT .SE". 3 PR,a HTWTHF 1IB356.Jr. WILLIAHS OIC ;!41 ,.1 4t. lNT[R Acc r e:; r 3 6 3 () rn i 	 F r.GIJElLlII .143 
'6 3 0 	 ..AnIOFEC :l51 7 1140 E:C ON MONEY BANK 3 TTH 3~7 
630 TTH SF> l VACK 350
HK 	 101 35635 PRIN OF HKTO. 3 PR 8 HTWTH LEBFY 352 
r.:c 71 177 PUBL I C FINANCEH 	 112 35712 CALCULUS BUS 3 LA 8 HTWTH Hill WALL 343 .1 6 1 lI 'N El.L 345ENGL I SH COMP I 3 6 3 0 P H ~ 
P Z50 357 52 PERS. SOC ADJHT 3 LA 8 HTWTH PI50 HCAlOON 252 ,- 71 l~O MDumN NIlVfL 3 630 1 TIi I· "~I 1(. R 3:;1 
5C 151 3S 7 81 GEN BIOLOGY 3 LA 8 HTWTH BOULET 344 11 _ 0_' FfN ANA INI CON 3 " J t' rn, !o lAFf' 24.l 
H 	 251 35728 STATISTICS I 3 LA 8 HTWTH Hill FROWN 251 E 101 7 1 Z 26 
• 10NI:; .>46SC 151 3 5782 GEN BIOLOGY 3 LA 8 HTWTH ROBINSON 345 	 en J~:!. • ]:125 PROB . IPARO~C PRot . J 030 l1H 
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Summer Evening8 
9 	 Preregistration 
10 Preregistration for summer evening 
courses will be held from April 7 to April 19. 
Preregistration forms and Ihe summer11 
schedule will be available in the Evening 
School Office beginning A prif4. 12 All students, including day students and 
2 
E 
s 
graduate students, are eligible to preregister 
for summer evening courses. Day studenLS 
should preregister in the Evening School 
Office. Graduate students should preregister 
through the Graduate School Office. 
Students who preregister will receive a 
confirmation with registration materials on 
May I. You must complete the orange, blue 
and white cards at that time and return them 
with your payment to the Evening SchOOl 
Office by May 23. Preregistrations not paid 
for by May 23 will be cancelled on May 24. 
---Culmination Schedule:' May 8-15-- -­
MOR~ING SESSION : 8:00 a.m. to 10: 30 a .m. SHORTHAND CLASSES: OE225(226 8 : 00 10:30 a.m. 
AFTERNOON SESSION: 1:00 p.m. to 3:30 p . m. OEl12(122(124 11-12:30 p.m. 
MAY 8 THL~SDAY 8:00 a.m . (10 T TH ~) MAY 8 THURSDAY 1:00 p . m. (8 M W F) 
MAY 13 TUESDn READING PE-RIOD MAY 13 TUE!WJAY 
25032 25185 
1:00 p . m. ( 2 M W F) 
25312 25472 25737 25894 
25007 251~5 25518 25728 25954 25001 25155 25451 25661 25802 25953 
25058 
25083 
25221 
25263 
25315 
25329 
25585 
25635 
2574 5 
25757 
259 19 
25940 
25028 25255 25542 25739 25026 25257 25462 25689 25806 25088 25276 25370 25637 25797 25958 
25029 25260 25548 25 752 25039 25262 25539 25709 25849 25090 25294 25386 25655 25850 
2503 7 25306 25588 25767 25072 25305 25606 25730 25904 25098 25301 25416 25712 25857 
25080 25323 25610 25785 25074 25321 25615 25741 25905 25130 25303 25436 25729 25891 
25133 25366 25641 25786 
25136 25457 25643 25939 
MAY 9 FRIDAY 8:00 a . m. (9 M 8 T TH) 
25027 25277 25554 25748 
25038 25334 25571 25789 
25071 25342 25613 25933 
25103 25442 25669 25946 
25115 25443 25671 
25217 25456 25717 
25273 25509 25722 
MAY 12 MONDAY 8:00 a . m. (10 M W F) 
25002 25138 25355 25676 25759 
25036 25144 25418 25683 25766 
25068 25227 25454 25690 25807 
25077 25256 25553 25697 25925 
25108 25261 25578 25713 25948 
25111 25300 25611 25714 
25112 _ -,:25.31,.4. __ 2"'5<.:6"'7-=2_ -'2"'5-'-'74::c9'--_____ 
25095 25406 25642 25742 25907 
25135 25441 25656 25744 25947 
MAY 9 FRIDAY 1:00 p .m. (11 M ~ F) 
25075 25214 25459 25626 25726 
25078 25258 25460 25665 25740 
25081 25264 25536 25677 25762 
25106 25295 25538 25696 25768 
25134 25302 25562 25715 25810 
25143 25333 25569 25716 25858 
25162 25354 25607 25720 25926 
MAY 12 MONDAY 1:00 p.m. (12 M W F) 
25008 25141 25304 25473 25719 
25034 25148 25317 25545 25733 
25073 25216 25358 25617 25756 
25087 25265 25410 25632 25760 
25099 25266 25449 25638 25781 
25107 25269 25450 25646 25782 
__ !:.2:!-51'-=3'-"9_~2~5:::.2~93~~2~54:..:5~8_~2~5~7~18~~25~7~9~9 
25956 
25996 
25856 
25918 
25927 
25995 
MAY 14 WEDNESDAY 8 : 00 a.m . (1 M 11 T TH) 
25025 25109 25296 25614 25738 
25030 25140 25453 25622 25783 
25035 25142 25461 25645 25784 
25046 25147 25510 25668 25859 
25054 25159 25546 25710 25917 
25056 25254 25568 25725 25945 
25094 25259 25586 25727 2~qn7 
25979 
MAY 15 THURSDAY 8 : 00 a . m. (9 T TH F) 
25040 25218 25463 25743 25941 
25052 25268 25541 25808 25991 
25055 25275 25555 25843 .. 
25137 25278 25648 25844 
25153 25316 25695 25898 
25157 25350 25723 25920 
25197 25362 25731 25938 
MAY 14 WEDNESDAY 1:00 p.m. (2 T TH 1 W) 
25033 25271 25382 25666 25854 25621 
25042 25274 25455 25711 25864 
25059 25291 25514 25724 25892 
25131 25311 25556 25732 25929 
25154 25320 25572 25735 25934 
25176 25322 25608 25746 25957 
25180 25351 25639 25763 25985 
MAY 15 THURSDAY 
25031 25158 
25041 25170 
25053 25177 
25062 • 25267 
25132 25292 
25146 25313 
25156 25345 
1: 00 p.m. (1 T TH F) 
25452 
25478 
25543 
25561 
25609 
25660 
25721 
25734 
25747 
25753 
25846 
25855 
25863 
25899 
25928 
25950 
25963 
. 25968 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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Theatrical Thesis 
PAPERWEIGHT 
By J. W. Harrin&ton 
The changing role of women in 
business provides the basis for the 
humorous play "Paper Weight" by 
the Rhode Island Feminist Theatre. 
Paper Weight was presented in the 
Auditorium yesterday, through 
effo rts of Joan Marsella and Judy 
Litoff. The presentation was 
~ponsored by the Social Science and 
Management Departments and the 
PB. 
"Paper Weight" deals with the 
interactions of a group of female 
clerical workers and their new 
woman manager, in the Records 
Department of an insurance 
company. The characters are 
fa miliar, almost stereotypes, but this 
enhances the work; the audience 
relates to them. The characters were 
created by the cast members, who 
also imporvised the situtions upon 
which the script by Anne Patrick is 
based. 
The play opens with the 
characters introducing themselves 
to the audience; they describe 
themselves in terms of their clothing 
styles as reJections of their 
personalities. The Records 
Department receives its first woman 
manager, who alienates the staff 
through her insistence on making it 
in a man's world by playing by the 
rules. Her approach costs the 
department a valuable employee, 
unable toget needed time off 
through the system , and 
dempralizes the remainder of the 
department. The incident solidifies 
the department's employees, over 
their jobs and their treatment by the 
company. 
The performances by the 
company's members were good. 
Particularly strong was Deborah 
Bertoldi as the flamboyant Melissa 
Mae. Gordon DeMichael', who 
announces at the play's beginning 
that her gaudy attire comes from 
"dressing to amuse myself." The 
actors were especially effective in 
soliloques at the beginning of the 
second' act in which they relate their 
daydreams ...what they would like to 
I..: if they could leave their mundane 
H>bs. 
.I 'The performance was well 
received by the primarily student 
audience, who especially 
appreciated lines referring to sex 
and drugs. 
Oranges of Wrath 

by Paul Louis possession, and in Georgia/or heing 
Being a hard-core commuter, I Northerners. Total fines came to 
never fail to be amazed at the $259.60. 
mentality of some of the resident Hank: "We lucked out and got a 
students who cringe at the thought great motel room a few minutes 
of drivi ng ten miles to school, yet 
j ump at the chance to cram five 
people into a Volkswagon and truck 
1,500 miles to Florida. What's even 
worse is the "Florida stories" they 
have to tell when they return . In 
order to fi nd out the truth behind 
these stories I had a private 
investigat r follow my friend, Hank 
Bra inec lipse, on his trip to 
J acksonville. The stories varied 
slightly: 
Hank: "We left on Friday 
aftem onn and we made excellent 
time down to Florida. Fven though 
we tarted vith five pwpJe in theCal 
we all became comfortable by the 
time we hit Virginia. We had so 
much time to spare, in fact, that we 
made a few side trips before we got 
to Florida." 
Investigator: "Subjects left on 
Friday afternoon and arrived in 
Florida the following Wednesday. 
Apparently subjects got tired ofone 
passenger who was constamly 
breaking wind and Ihey lied him to a 
tree in Virginia. Suhjects were 
busted in North Carolina lor 
. peedin!:. in South Carotinafor drug 
~ 
<:) 
Cont. from p. 2, col. 5 
allowed communtsm to spread. 
Dignity for the individual is not 
pre ent in the U.S.S.R., only dignity 
for the state. Because we believe in 
the value of human existance, we 
must remember that our enemy is 
nOI the individuals living in the 
Soviet Union, but rather, the 
U..S. R. and its beliefs. The 
Rus ians, East Germans, Pols, 
Czechs. Hungarians and now the 
Afgans are not responsible for the 
actions of th U.S .S.R. There is a 
difference between the beliefs of the 
individual and the political ideology 
of their nation. It is communism 
it elf, not the people that represents 
a threat to us. 
The time has come to stop 
away from the beaches. You 
wouldn't believe all the nice-looking 
babes on the beach Paul! We had to 
fight them off with sticks! We all got 
lucky if you catch my drift!!" 
Investigator: "Subjects could only 
find one empty motel in Florida and 
that was the 'Swamp View Motor 
Lodge' which was a six-hour drive 
from the nearest beach . At the 
beach the subjects were beaten to a 
pulp by eight hundred angry 
foot ball players as they attempted to 
talk to the three lone girls on the 
beach. lAter that night I observed 
Ihe subj~c,s vntiggle into th ir r am 
what looked like all ug~v alligator. It 
turned out to be the local call girl 
whose name is Helen Widetunnel." 
Hank: "We relectantly left on 
Saturday and made fantastic time 
back. We all were tired but we left 
sexually satisfied and sporting great 
tans!" 
Investigator: "Subjects le/t 
Saturday afternoon and arrived...in 
R.I. at night. Reasonfor speed was 
the fact that they had to fly home 
due to the unfortunate circumstance 
that the subject's car had sunken out 
DJ of the Week 
Mike Statscavage 
Mike Statscavage, from 
Newingten, CT, is selected at 
WJMF's OJ of the Week. Mike, 
who wiIl be graduating in 
December, first started working at 
WJMF I 1/ 2 years ago. He likes 
listening to the music of Bob Seger, 
and is the only disc jockey to play 
music by Bob Wills and the Texas 
~ Play boys. Mike says about working 
at WJMF: "It's a good time--I can 
relax and listen to tunes." You can 
tune into M ike's show on 
Wednesdays from 5-8 p.m. 
communism, not soley because it is 
opposed to our national policies, but 
because it destroys personal 
freedom and crushes the sense of 
dignity that all ~en should possess. 
The West, if possible, must stop 
the U.S.S.R . alone, and now. The 
youth of today must not turn their 
backs on their nation as they did 
during the previous two decades. If 
the youth choose to neglect their 
duty, then our future as a nation, 
and the future of the free-world , are 
grim. It seems ridiculous to me that 
students would fight for the 
retention of an 18 year old drinking 
age, and then respond passibly to a 
threat to their entire way of life. 
Robert Anderson 
ofsight in the 'Swamp View Motor 
Lodge' parking lot. The tan the 
subjects have is the result of liberal 
applications of'Qr lotion. It is also 
a fact that subjects have caught a 
rare form of social disease from 
Helen Widetunnel. This disease is so 
vicious that it laughs at penicillin!" 
Hank: "I got some really great 
pictures, too! I'll be sure to show 
them to you when I get them back 
from the drugstore." 
Investigator: "Subject's three 
hundred dollar camera was eaten by 
a Hammerhead shark." 
THE CALENDAR 

~ 
Your weekly guide to "What's happening" in and around 
the Bryant Community. 
ON CAMPUS 
March 23 SPB film: Other Side of Midnight. 
25 Senior Survival Seminar--"Investing in More than a Six­
Pack". 7-9 p.m. at the Alumni House. 
March 21-23 Invalids Weekend. 
21 Quiet Entertainment with Mark Fischer in the Pub--50¢ 
22 Mixer with Rugs--Beat the Clock admission--75¢. 
9-10 Mixed drinks 50¢ 
10-11 Mixed drinks 75¢ 
II-I Mixed drinks $1.00 
Now-April 4 The Providence Water Color Club will present 
an open Graphics Show at the Club Gallery, .6 Thomas St., 
Tues., Sat. 12:30-3:00; Sun. 3-5. 
Now-April 27 RISP will display decorative art from the 
Newport Mansions at its museum, 224 Benefit St. 
Now-May 4 The New England Rep will present "Jesse and 
the Bandit Queen"-Jesse James and Belle Starv receiving their 
past every Thurs. & Fri. at 8 p.m., Sat. at 5 p.m. & 9 p.m. and 
Sundays at 2 p.m. & 8 p.m. Tickets are $5 & $6. 
March 22 Artists Internationale, Inc. presents "Cavalleria 
Rusticana" and "Pagliacci" at the Veteran's ·Memorial 
Auditorium, Providence, at 8 p.m. Tickets range from $18-$6. 
Call 277-3150 for tickets. 
March 26 RI State Council on the arts will hold a seminar 
entitled "Let's Get the Show on the Road" at Aldrich House, 110 
Benevolent St., Providence. The seminar will cover planning, 
marketing, promotion, designing materials, budgeting. and 
touring. Fee is $4 in advance and $5 at the door. Call 277-3880. 
...... 
CAPSIILE CBITlqlJES 

by John P. O'Neil 
All That Jazz B 
Energetic, well-choreographed, 
well-photographed movie musical 
concerning a film and musical 
producer's obsession with women, 
the theater, and Death. Roy 
Scheider is excellent as Joe Gideon 
the womanizer but his character is 
too cold and self-indulgent for us to 
fully identify with. 
American Giggolo CD 
Whereas CruiSing brings us on a 
trip through gay bars, this film 
brings us on a tour through fancy 
restaurants, shops that sell Georgio 
Armani clothes, and art museums. It 
is too concerned with the lifestyle of 
this film's high priced male 
prostitute and not concerned 
enough with character development. 
Being There AB 
Peter Sellers gives a strong, 
persuasive performance as a 
sheltered illiterate gardener whose 
only knowledge of the outside world 
comes from watching television and 
working in his garden. His 
adventure into the real world is 
cleverly written and often quite 
funny. Both Melvyn Douglas and 
Shirley MacLaine give good 
supporting performances. 
Cruising D 
A poor excuse to bring us on a 
THE CHESS 

CHALLENGE 

possible with some analysis 01 theBy Brian L. Sherman 
position . 
Last Week's Chess Challen&e was 
moderately difficult, with two 
possible alternatives leading to 
mate. The best solution was: 
W B 
I. R-B8 (ch) QxR 
2. QxP (ch) RxQ 
3. RxR (mate) 
If black chose to interpose his 
rook in move I, white will still win 
by forcing mata as above. 
The chess masterminds that 
solved last week's Challen&e were: 
Art Bergquist, Joe Fischer, Franz . K 
BOGOLYUBOV-SULTAN HAN on descendants of their murderers. Folz, Don Miller, Laurice Piche, 

and Lyn Simpson. (Prague, 1931) 

An unsuccessful solution was sent 
in by Boris.Spassky of Leningrad. A White to move and mate in four. 
nice try, however, and better luck in Please send your answers to PO 
the future, Boris! Box 37 c/ o THE ARCHWAY. All 
This week's Chess Challenge is winning names will be published in 
somewhat more difficult, but still the next issue of THE ARCHWA Y. 
tour through the raunchiest gay bars 
in New York and show us disgusting 
scenes of bizarre sexual behavior 
and grotesque violence. The flimsy 
plot concerns the attempts of a cop 
to catch a sadomasochistic 
homosexual killer. The conclusion is 
so confusing that one leaves the 
theater thinking that the only reason 
why the film was made was to 
exploit our limited knowledge of 
this world. 
The Electric Horseman BC 
Robert Redford kidnaps a horse 
because it is being mistreated and 
intends to set it free. Jane Fonda is a 
reporter who tracks down Redford 
and becomes romantically involved 
with him. this film basically 
preaches against big business and 
corruption. both Redford and 
Fonda give good performances but 
the storyline is too far-fetched and 
corny. 
A Force of One D 
Poor acting and a weak and 
predictable plot combine to make 
for a truly forgettable film. Chuck 
Norris stars as a karate fighter who 
works along with the police force to 
help catch drug pushers. this film 
will probably appeal mainly to .' 
Bruce Lee fans. 
Going in Style BC 
George Burns, Art Carney, and 
Lee Strasberg star as ihree elderly 
men who spend their days sitting in 
the park until Burns comes up with 
the idea of robbing a bank. This film 
succeeds more as a statement against 
the sad situation of the elderly in 
America rather than as a comedy. 
The Fog C 
A silly film in which zombies 
invade a bay region to take revenge 
John Carpenter uses the same scare 
techniques he use.d in Halloween 
and he provides us with a few good 
shockers. However, as the film 
progresses, Carpenter overuses his 
scare tactics and we figure out the 
shocks before they occur. 
--------------------
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THE CLASSIFIEDS 

ICEJAM)AIR 10 EUROPE 

ON!BIHI)

.\NO ! 
Roundtrip 
from Chicago 
to Luxembourg 
Roundtrip from 
New York 
to Luxembourg 
No restrictions 
Confirmed reservations· free wine with dinner, cognac after· 
no restrictions on stays to I yr, or advance purchase. Prices valid 
from U.S. from March 10 thru May 14,1980. All schedules and 
prices subject to change and government approval. Purchase 
tickets in the L;.S. 
r~~:-t:::;:;n~;:;:~e;,-;~-------I 
Icclandair P,O. Box lOS, 
West Hempstead, NY 11552. 
Call in NYC, 757-8585; elsewhere, call 800-555-1212 for the 
toll-free number in your area. 
Please send me: 0 An Icelandair flight timetable . 
o Your European Vacations brochure. 
Name _______________________________________ 
AddresS' _ ___________________________________ 
City _____________ ~_______________________ 
State ________________ Zip, _________________ 
ICELAN lAIR 
Still your best value to Europe ....JL
: .•......•.. ...........•...•.•••.•......••.••.•.....•......... ..... .~ ~ 
THE CI...ltleei Ad Form 
ARCHWAV To place a FREE CLASSlFIED 
AD in THE ARCHWAY, simply
check category: write your ad in the space below, and 
submit it to THE ARCHWAY beforeo Notice Tuesday midnight. o For Sale/Rent 
o Places to live o Lost/Found o Personals 
o Rides/Riders o Help Wanted 
To be FREE, an ad must be submitted on this form!
.........•.•....•............................................•...... 

Not tonight, Sam has a headache. 
How does Pat put out fires, with Hawaiian 
Tropic. 
"99" Florida's theme song. 
Lynne and Darlene-remember, elevate the 
legs! 
What color are cabooses? 
The mens' room or ladies' room, whic'l one 
Dar? 
Blue Balls, General Nuisance, Golden Gopher, 
Carrot Top, Blondie, Tug Boat, Two-Tone, 
Football Lady, Rolling Stone and Sunburn 
Kid-that's a big ten four! 
Blondie, I'm a lonely Beaver lookin Blender 
Sex-the Annapolis way 
Karen & Colin left their "chunks" in Fort 
Lauderdale. 
Room 123: Commune 
Room 202: Convent 
Room 220: Penthouse 
The Van: The Hilton 
Jack F. has the sexual appetite of a wet 
potato chip. 
SARGE-Devo & Cape Codders! 
Go for it - Room 1 Blank 3! 
To C.M. the Hose King-Candygram! 
Hey Apps-uood Hands! 
Mike Fortin- I can't wait untili'm engaged­
oh Baby, Oh Baby! 
Show me your beautiful white breasts!;Only 
at the LBH Hotel! 
Nancy: Terminally happy. 
J.F. - You're gelling a reputation as a hose 
kingl 
Colleen-"Concerts nightly dorms" 
Macho Creek is a "no show" 
Howdy, Howdy-w hen's the picnic 
Happy Birthday Nancy Love Bess, George 
and Mlngl 
Rumple I really love that tan; Wnere diD you 
go. 
Bryant Lacrosse NO. 1: Do Itl 
Make your chi ck Jove your stick: Play 
Lacrosse. 
Fish-Florida made a man out of you. Those 
U-Conn women are too much. 
Feel the pain; feel the hurt cleats the mud; eat 
the turf play Lacrosse; lt's wMh the work 
Bryant Lax is where it lurks. 
The unknown beer can is great in bed. 
Jack: Like your crack. 
Colon: Lemon Juice makes it stiff. 
Steve Lawrence is famous wherever he goes. 
Sarge snores in his his sleep, I know. 
Sir Thomas of Appleton is the apple of my 
eye. 
Colon: Was that really cow muscle in my egg 
roll? 
P.K. : Lucky you left the rock home Demand 
was UP. 
Sarge: Hey Duke! 
Colon: Just roll up the hose and put it 
anywhere. 
KMJM-Next year will be better. 
Baby Sue-Mud Slidesl!!!!!! 
Baseball, hot dogs, apple pie, and MUD! 
Sue-Does the cow know all? 
Q-Would you have lost your kliens? 
Apedrme Wants you. 
MaryJo-Do the boots suppon your ankles 
well? 
Rumple-How was your vacation? #1138. 
Feel that Ragtime! 
I want to play Baseball! 
.. 
Carol-you'll always be my best friend­
Karen 
1st floor south-Thanx for the party-Karen 
More Ragtime!! Let me hear it. 
Better yet-see it. 
Doodles the for MAT? not systems 

Drakes Cakes-our weakness 

Frosted Flakes - A great primerl! 
Notch club-are you still recruiting? 
Donna & suitemates-Thanks for the great 
B-day party! COUldn't handle those shots. 
Maybe next year. .. 
Karl-Thanks for last night! And you put those 
bears back on your desk! Bear 
Lynne, In the Navy!!! 
To Beltz: Hope you made lovely "music" at 
your band rehersal? Just think a "baby" 
saxophone player for your band. 
M.S. alais "Slim" - Happy Six Month 
Anniversary "I love you" K.P. with character 
Snickers - THat wasn't even a towel, it was a 
wash cloth. B & 5 
Sparkles - "Sooner or Later" Be careful and 
be patient. When you get wasted-make 
sure you keep in mind your mind. TL-"B" 
~--~I--~~--~----~~Snickers: The big "C" two weeks in a row? B& 
5 
Chita - Does Buddy Jr. still have a headache, 
maybe he should stay with S.T. from D.S.C. 
until 7:00 in the morning! B & 5 
Chita-Don't you love "me, you and 5.5." in the 
room, but he shouldn't take off his clothes, 
you might not be asleep next time! Sparkles 
Misty-Cheer up! There's other fish in the SIG! 
P.S. did you get it, D.S.C.? B & 5 
----~-------------I---Orb and Cookie-I hear your bass is a fine 
fella. 
Theta Sisters: 3 did, 2 want too but one of 
them is scared and the last pledge "never did, 
never will" 
Has anyone seen Paul this week?? 
Boy Wonder-We're disaappointed, you didn't 
give blood. Next week leave your own titles 
or we'll use our imaginations. 
Chip: Is she really sweet or innocent? 
Lisa - Do you lovethe "KIss ing bandits" legs? 
Karen 
Spanky-are you sure, you aren't gO ing to 
marry Rachael Welch? 
K.E.E.P-OI II you forget to wish Ortely happy 
birthday? 
The andy Grade-I t's us- ually not too sweet. 

The Knack Is back- with the same old shit!' 

Nancy - did you think about J.T. over 
vacation? are you going to "go for it"? Keep 
Maryanne - Hopefully we weren't too 
depressed over vacation. Maybe I even got to 
go out with you and Finky. 
Shelley - When we flunk out together I'll get 
an apartment with you. K.P. 
Judy, Judy, Judy, -Cheer up! Life isn't all that 
bad. Love ya Sparkles 
Hey Chick, EEK &Winnie, Did you lose your 
cherry, yell for Wertz or meet acoffee grower 
in Sunny Florida? 
Rick O. - Maybe you can get busted next time. 
Sue A - Jack be nimble, Jack be quick... 
Steve L. Busted, down on Bourbon St: set up 
like a bowling pin 
Rick W. Smashed at 5 a.m. Where did your 
rental car go? 
Jack - Pass out mUch'r go for coconuts 
Cathy A. It's still your fault! 
Rick K. You had your what in your hand? 
Karen Z. How many RUYs did you sleep with 
last week? 
0001 Hot Dogs on the beach-Have anice trip? 
Pat K. Why did you leave your engagement 
ring Home? 
Apps you slept Where? 
Colin - Did you really throw up on the Bell? 
Hose Away 
Sarge - Keep that vial out of your pocket 2-5 
years 
Miktl F. - See any old Girl friends on the beach 
lately? 
~--~------~--------~I--Nanc-did you get the sand out of your 
pockets?? 
Pre-dental students do it better. 
Di- have you seen the sunrise lately?? 
Schnapps Queen of Florida - V.H. 
51 States in the Union!!?? 
Get ready for next year. 
WILD BILL-Thank you a million for the 
system!!! 
Sail much on you 56 ft. yacht, Winnie? and 
let's 110 back to paradise-ok? 
Only Craig could 
process camara! 
loose something In th e 
- 1-­
Soupy Take it easy,Don't try so hard. You've 
got friends. C.F. 
Pleasu re Dots!!! Love It 
Eliott, Suepy & Warren: is it work or is 
it...love? 
Same old gang? Well you're rather blah 
yourself! 
Gospo: Talk about being vain ...vitamin pills 
for your hair? 
Eliot, Chris, Eliott and Mark: Thanks for 
making this a terrific year. It's great having 
friends like you. Lets keep it up! love 
ya .. Chris & Zen 
Eliot - Had a chance for some GS under the 
strobe lately? 
469 - Paul- Saturday night - Washington's 
Birthday - private celebration, huh? 
Herb, Apple Cheeks & Sue Boobs want you 
Jim: Secretary of the year? 
Q-What do Nancy Sedlak and instant 
pudding have in common? A-Both are easy 
to make. 
Duff-How was Puerto Rico-Did you say hi 
to my friend Juan Gomez? K 
Gay-how'd you get that name? 
Donna has a frog fettish..... 
Hapy B-day Sandy! Enjoy! 
DO NOT SHUT ME OFF!!!!why the hell 
Baba, Only I yr. &9 months till we are one ­
your Babe 
Don't shut off!!!!!!WHY TH E HELL 
NOT?? AUE That's Why!! !1 
Hulldy' I only have eyes for you. 
Give me an R 
Alllson·Jus t thinkl 1,052 pounds-Karen 
"Whaat I can't even open my eyeslll" 
Tomany and Monica. ??1 
My phone bill was S92.39, I'm gonna be 
kflled!!! 
PK Enjoy Yourself! 
Chris: Beware what ,/0 pul n your hair! 
Colon: Your a hose bag. 
Cath: Let's go to the Takee Outee and Pigee 
Outee. 
Jack: Don't stop till you hose it up! 
Sarge: Buddy up! 
Jack: No, No, Never. 
di you sleep with last week? 
Sarge: You provde a great escort service. 

You charmer you. Do you wear contacts? 

Elbo Room Mac the Knife. 
Mikie: The Ameretto Man. 
Sue: Who knows where she'll wke up. 
Cath: Want to take a real vacation? 
Sue: Don't take any candy from strangers. 
PK. is one of your boobs bigger than the 
other? 
Colon: Hug any baskets lately? 
Sarge: Hot to Trot! 
To all occupants of Room 123: Landshark! 
Steve and Dodi: Party in the closet tonile. 
Jack: Ra ise your hand when you're read y. 
Mikie: You're a speedo. 
Karen, many thanks. You're the .best friend 
anyone could ask for. (A great Enghsh wlz 
too!) 
We hope everyone had a nice GREEN 51. 
Patricks's Day! (Phata Mata Sigma) 
Only if you REALLY CARE!! 
Congratulations are extended to this week'S 
winner of the SOMETHING SPECIAL AWARD, 
It goes to Butch (Gerd). 
ookie: Happy Birthday!! Love, JB, Sleazy, 
Sazy, and Reet. 
LS- Hi!! (See, we told you we'd write you a 
persona!!) 
More per onals on Page 12 
Xotices 

Win S500 cash for your vacation this 
summer. No obligation. To receive entry from 
send self-addressed stamped envelope to 
Summer Seepstakes, PO Box 730, Coeur 
d'Alene, Idaho, 83814. 
Want extra money? Sell me your ten-speed 
Bicycle. Call 231-8049 Any time after Five Ask 
for Alonso 
For Sale/Rent 
For Sale: Nikon 43-86 zoom lens, stop by 

Archway or call 769-0099 and ask for Mark. 

Ski Boots for sale $10 each call Rick 232-0038 
Realistic-STA-77A, AM/FM Stereo 
Receiver, 20 Watts per channel $110. 232­
0123. Rob. 
IlcI» \rantcd 

CAMP STAFF NEEDED: Girl's Camps in Rhode 
Island. Resident Camp Positions: Campcraft, 
Gymnastics and Tennis Leaders and 
Assistants; Horseback Riding Instructors; 
certified Red Cross Safety and Smallcraft 
Instuctors; Advanced Lifesavers; Registered 
Nurse; Crafts Consultant; Clerk/Typist; 
Day Camp Positions: Campcraft Leaders & 
Assistants : Water Safety Instructors: 
Registered Nurse or Certified First Aider: 
Business Manager; Advanced Life Savers. 
Call Personnel Director-331-4500. 
Positins Available for Fall 1980: Work -Study 
Clerical/Receptionist. Part-time, weekdays 
for ccuseling Center staff, Pay: $2.90 per/ her 
(Work Study). Start: September 5, 1980. 
Secretarial educatin or experience prefered. 
Apply Now: Mrs. Carol Davis, Counseling 
Center, Ext. 342. 
Personals 

Anderson for President 
Flash Get Worrried - We've got Karen's 
Address 
Anyone for Chocolate Chip Pancakes, Onion 
Rings and Ketchup? 
Bill- I really appreciate all the help you gave 
me. • 
Dar, it's not a stickshift, but the arm of a 
chair. . 
Sam, what's going on behind closed closet 
doors? 
Lynne, let's go carting-avoid all cones and 
tires. 
Do you know where the brakes are Lynne. Get 
it up and don't you know no. 1 company of 
Annapolis 
Lynne, I'm gonna take frisbee. 
Golfers at the Holiday Inn. Oh wow! I bet they 
all try for a hole in one. 
Are you a golfer, no I'm terrible. 
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____________________________ Bryant College Release the increased financial cost of College's entire varisty athletic 
Girls' 

Basketball 

By Cindy Shuman 

Staff Writer 

Denise Armstrong. a 5' 9" 
freshman. has one of the best 
offensive games ever by a Bryant 
Player, against Wheaton. Denise 
scored 27 points, 13 of which were 
from the field and she had 7 assists. 
Kelly Conrans, 5' 10", also a 
fres hman, was the team's leading 
scorer, averaging 13.8 points a 
game. She was a l 0 the leading 
rebounder and defensive player. 
Kelly played every position: center, 
guard. and forward, as well as 
guarding the opposing tt:am's 
best "layers. 1 udy Watson. a junior, 
got off to a slow tart but finished 
strongly, covering 12.5 point a 
game fo r the la t 12 games. he also 
led the team in assists and steals for 
the second straight year. 
Freshman Trish Farrand, 5' 10", 
contnbute~ 7.0 points and 7.0 
rebounds a game. Shc also leads the 
team in shooting percentage (50 u) 
and foul shoot ing percentage (77%). 
.. 
season we've had by fa r." He feels 
that the tea m's strength as 
rebounding and good shooting. It's 
weaknesses included a lack of 
guards, as majority of players who 
were new to the team were centers . 
He is optimistic for a good season 
next year. 
1027 Clinton St. 
Woonsoc. ke.t R.I. 766 r­ 5071 
Seven Days A Week 11 a.m. - 1 a.m. 
Live Entertainment Thursday-Sunday 
Bryant Ni e 
Faoturlng 
JIM TAYlOA • 
Frida"" March 28 
RINKS $1.00 WI BRYANT 10 
Sandwiches Half Price Before 10:00 
fREE PREGNANCY TUTING 
'ABORTION PROCEDURES 
WOMEN'S 
MEDICAL 
CENTER 
'BIRTH CONTROL COUNSELING 
'COMPLETE GYNECOLOGICAL CARE 
ABORTION SERVICES 
For Information 
and Appointment 
Call 272-1440 
100 Highland Avenue 
Suite 104 
Providence, RI 02906 
I.st annual 
INVALIDS WEEK-END 
March ZI.-ZZ 
.................................... 
Friday * 1.-4 pm 
Pinball Tournament 
trophies for I.st, Znd, U 3rd; 
entry $1..00 
Friday Night * in the Pub 
Quiet Entertainment' 
with Mark Fischer 500 
••..•.•....••.......•.....•.••...... 
SATURDAY NIGHT MIXER 
BEAT THE CLOCK 
with the band "Rugs" 
from 
9 - 1.0 
1.0-1.1. 
mixed drinks are 
500 
750 
1.1.-1. $1..00 
admi sion * 750 
A Bright Future 
Looking to next year, the team's 
schedule will be the most 
challenging one yet. The program, 
being just three years old, has gone 
from Club Status to Division III 
"competition; and next year the team 
will move to Division II. 
Included in next years schedule 
are consistent Division II power 
Springfiled, as well as Stonehill. 
Assumption, New Haven, and 
Bentley. All of these teams were 
ranked in the top ten in New 
England this year. 
Dedication 
A special tribute to senior, Dottie 
Pope was given. Dottie has been the 
team captain since the program 
star t ed and with o ut whose 
leadership success would not have 
been possible . Dottie gave of herself 
constantly on and off the court in an 
eff rt to make the team· play their 
b~st. 
conducting an ice hockey program.Leon Drury, Bryant College 
"During the past few years theAthletic Director announced that 
cost of conducting a varsity hockey Bryant College is discontinuing its program has risen at a far greaterparticipation in varsity ice hockey. 
rate than any other sport," pruryThe move will take effect 
said . immediately. Bryant will not field a 
"These costs have escalated to 
team for the 1980-81 season. Drury 
where the hockey program now
said the main reason for the move i ~ 
consumed 30 percent of the 
Pool Tournament 

. 
An unusual turn of events was a long one for Smulowitz as he 
accounts for an upset in the annual took all of the games in every match, 
Bryant College eight ball except the semifinals, before he was 
tournament. Steve Lawrence and able to defeat his opponents. 
Anthony Della Rocco were favored Congratulations go out to Bob 
to make the finals but in an exciting Boyle and Steve Lawrence each 
semifinals match Monty Smulowitz reaching the semifinals. Special 
defeated Lawrence three games out thanks to all participants who 
of four. Della Rocco had no.trouble helped to make this tournament a 
defeating his opponents in making succes~ and especially to 10hn 
the finals. The fina l..match went the Falardeau. the tournament director 
full seven games before Smulowitz without whose guidance the 
won this year's championship. tournament would not have been 
The road to the championship such a success. 
Baseball OpenerA Winning Season 
Bryant's 11-8 record represents the by Pete Baughman 
most wins ever by the women's 
I. Name the top three home runbasketball team. It is the team's 
second consecutive winning season. hitting teams in , the . Amencan 
Last year's standings were 10-7. The League in 1979. 
11-8 record this year was achieved 2. Name the top three home run 
against much stiffer competition hitting teams in the National League
than last year. The team achieved a in 1979. 
10-3 record against its own Division 
3. Name the top three home runIU teams, including victories of the 
III teams, including New Haven, hitters in the National League in 
Bentley, and Stonehill. The best 1979. 
victories of the season were against 4. Name the top five run scorers in 
Emmanuel 67-54, and Wheaton the American League in 1979. 
7758 . L.ast year Wheaton beat 
Bryant by 25 points. 5. Name the National League and 
the American League Gold GloveCoach's Renections 
Pitchers in 1979. 
Coach Michael says, "It's the best 
budget although hockey represents 
only nine (9) percent of our varsity 
participation." 
"The College is committed to 
increlfsing its men's and women's 
athletic programs on both a varsity 
and intramural level." Drury 
continued. "In the next few years we 
plan to add several new varsity 
programs, especially in the area of 
women's athletics. But to do this we 
must have more proportional 
budgeting. " 
Drury also said that the addition 
of a new mUlti-purpose activities 
center, sched uled for completion in 
the fall of 1980 , will give the college 
an opportunity to expand its already 
extensive intramural program. 
"Our goal is to provide the entire 
Bryant student body with a well 
balanced athletic program. Without 
our own on-campus ice facility thc 
cost and lack of student support 
ma ke an ice hockey program 
unrealistic." 
Bryant practiced and played all its 
home games at the Smith field 
Municipal Ice Arena. 
Hockey was one of 13 varsity 
sport~ teams Bryant fielded during 
the 1979-80 ac~def!1ic year. _. 
Bryant started' its varsity hockey 
program in 1973. It participated in 
ECAC Division III competition for 
two years before moving to Division , 
II for the 1975-76 season. [n 1975 it 
won the ECAC Divisio n III 
championship. During the recent 
completed 1979-80 season it 
compiled a 7-18 record. 
Drury said that Bob Reali, varsity 
hockey coach for seven years, will 
remain in a full time position at 
Bryant as Director of Intramural 
Spo rts, a pOl>ition he has held for the 
past two years in addition to . his 
coaching duties .. 
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Bowling Championships in Se(lllle, 
Washington. Your performanc'e in Volleyball Revenge 
the regional tournament was-Monroe Dominates 
oU/standing and on behalf of the This was the motto and psych for 
ACU-I, Women's International
An outstanding peformance by 
.Bowling Congress and theLisa Monroe in the Association of Brunswick Corporatioll, we wishCollege Women's Intercollegiate you continued success in theBowling Regional Tournament in 
nati o llal tournament. TheApril. -Lisa average 198.8 (1,790 ('hampiolls will he inviled 10
total pins) for nine games rolled at 
represent the United Slates in Ihe 
the regionals in March. 1980 World Cup tournamem andan
Lisa dominated the field from the 0pp0rlunilY to qualify for the
opening game and never once gave Uniled Stales team for the FIQ
up her lead . With games such as 209, tournament. Our last years
205,233, and 221, she was too much champion, Sandi Tice from Erie 
for the other competition. E Community College, finished third 
Lisa has received official~ in the World Cup in Bangkok,
notification from the ACU-I Board..oc Thailand and was a member of the 
of Directors and will be departing on ~ winning United States team in 
April 5 to Seattle Washington. ~ Manila . Her participation in 
Her letter went as follows: collegiate bowling rewarded her 
Congratulations on being selected with many memorable experiences 
as one ofthe twenty-fourfinalistsfor she will c..herish for years /0 come. 
the 1980 Association of Col/ege Congratulations Lisa and good
Unions Women's Intercollegiate luck in the tournament! 
Nomination 

Call 

Cont. from p. 1, col. 3 
to be pursued , extracurricular 
activities, and academic excellence 
in major, 
Bryant College Award Bachelor's 
degree candidate who has 
demonstrated in classroom activities 
significant improvement in critical 
thinking and research, and who has 
displayed thoroughness in analyzing 
facts and figures . 
Roger W, Babson Award Bachelor's 
degree candidate who has 
d is t inguished within college 
community because of character, 
orderly mind, sound judgement, and 
systematic business habits. 
Bryant College Good Citizenship 
Award C andidate who has 
demonstrated the qualities of 
sincerity and vigorous industry in 
the interest of good citizen hip and 
who has, by example, furthered 
better go~rnment on or offcampus, 
Kappa Tau Brotherhood Award 
Candidate who has exhibited 
outstanding brot herhood a nd 
leadership in promoting policies 
benefiCia l to Br ant o llege and the 
entire student body. 
utua)
()t()rS
232-2222 
Auto Body Works 

Guaranteed American & Foreign Service 

Complete Car Care 

100% Guaranteed Used Autos 

Take Rt. 7 to 116 and go left. Beside Timberlands Restaurant. 
-
.... 
Lisa Monroe 
the Bryant volleyball squad as they 
took the court against Providence 
College on March 4 in the Bryant 
Gym_Bryant was looking to avenge 
an ea rlier season loss to Providence. 
The points were hard-fought and 
the games close with both teams 
blocking well. Bryant got the better' 
of Providence with a 15-11, 15-7, 15­
II win, Providence College seemed 
to have some internal team 
problems as Bryant communicated 
well and "moved their feet" for a 
most satisfying victory, 
There was a strong and 
appreciative turnout of students and 
Frisbees Fly 

by Bob Daigle 
of the Archway Starr 
The Ultimate Messangers Frisbee 
Team has recently purchased a 
num ber of new personalized 165 cm. 
frisbees . The discs feature the 
Ultimate Messanger logo, and are 
the only of their kind in the country. 
The design for the disc was 
conceived and designed by Brian 
Cowley, pictured here with Dr. 
O'Hara. 
The frisbees are of the highest 
quality, and are sure to become 
collector items, the Ultimate 
Messengers wiln)~ selling- the discs 
in the Rotunda throughout next 
week, The price of a single frisbee is 
six dollars. All profits made from 
President receives frisbee 
l\'1ore Personals 
JJ and SG. Thanks lor everything and lor 
being the best big B's . ER 
Alfalfa Fields is the liddle player! Can 't wait 
to hear Supertramp. Will you dance with me 
during April/May? It's our song. Love you. 
Scott-Had any long cold walks home Irom 
Mass. lately? You shouldn't let yourse lf get 
picked up so easily. 
Sidney-Thanks lor the talk and all the help. 
Yule. 
Sleazy-I'm till crUShed. 
Enzo, Chel, and the General. Thanks lor 
everything. Best Big B's ever. Good Luck in 
the luture. Bill 
Ranger-Thanks lor the past 3 Saturday
nights. They were experiences I won't ever 
lorget. Not so rough next time. L voe always
Mess (Puss) 
Happy Birthday, Valski!! Have a great day. 
Sid & Mouse-Thanks for helping us through 
a really bad time. We love you almost as 
much as we love each other. 
Good Sex!! 
ETW & CJL - we know playing pinball 
takes out yur sexual Irustrations, but isn't 
there a better way? 
Gaspo: By this time next semester you'll be a 
regular Susie Homemaker...and then you can 
hem my pants' 
C and M-Make lools 01 yourselves in Iron 
tol Tand T?? 
Karen-7 cents lor cream cheese-Joanne. 
Theta-judge much at C.C. 
Spanky--Dp perfect people really snore? 
ORB-the new woman 
Now what do we do? 
the sales will go to the team to help 
them meet expenses. 
The Bryant Frisbee Team is 
looking forward to a successful 
spring season, During the fall they 
earned the distinction of R,I. S ta te 
Champs by defeating such teams as 
URI, Brown, Roger Williams, and 
Providence College. The team is 
hoping to be a Regional contender 
this spring. The first game is 
scheduled for this Sunday agairuit 
Holy Cross, at Holy C ross, 
The Messengers would like to 
thatik everyone for their support in 
the past and hope it will continue as 
disc sports grow every more 
popular. 
Baseball 

Answers 
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Happy Birthday Sue M. 
Happy Brithday Shelly M. 
Scott-Thanks for the help Sunday nlghl. 
'What is this a pick-upT- CM, you couldn't 
~icu up a girl il you wanted to! 
lo1iki-Get much studying done at the li brary? 
Just cuz its the 3d floor doesn't mean 
threesomes. 
To the Mobile twins-Congrats and good 
luck in Fairfax. 
Miss Larrabee-Smile-Joanne 
Chita-Don't break his heart. 
ORTLEY & BUDDY JR.-SEX OVER 
VACATION!! 
Still waiting to go skating? Why don ', you 
ask?? 
Who cares about my middle name?? 
Wayne-Starting Over, The Fob, blankets. 
Simon, Buicks and Mustangs, togars. tennis 
courts, lat tires and blown air shocks, and 
the APD memories?? 
Rocky's eyes need slitting! that means you 
Howie! 
Room 123 BOODY UP!! 
Let's hose! 
III told you you have a beautifUl body would 
you hold it against me? 
All fire hydrants-Beware Rick K. 
Visit Klipper Park, Ft. Lauderdale. 
Steve L! Down on vacation, back on 
probation! Welcome to Rlt 
Hiawatha-"Blondes have more tun" 
• Carol-Aloe, Aloe, Aloe 
The new look is coming to personatsl 
Check it out! 
administration to cheer th e 
volleyball team. The team is hoping 
., this encouragement and upport will 
continue into its next home ma tch 
when Bryant plays host to Tufts 
University on Thursday, March 27 
starting at 7 p.m. 
The squad now has four wins and 
one loss in division play nu is 
leading their division. There a re 
three divisional games left before the 
championships in late ApriL. T hey 
are: The March 27 match against 
Tufts and a home-and-home series 
with Worcester Poly tech in early 
April. 
